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Two basic operations on families of languages, in general, and grammatical families, in 
particular, are sum (formed by taking unions of member languages) and product (formed by 
taking unions of pairwise products of member languages). In this paper, a grammatical family 
is defined to be prime if it is contained in one of two grammatical families whenever it is 
contained in their product, and the following Prime Decomposition Theorem is then 
established: Every grammatical family can be represented as a minimal sum of products of 
primes in a unique way. 
This theorem leads to a general method for decomposing a grammatical family into simpler 
ones. A subsequent paper uses this method to obtain a decision procedure for determining 
whether two grammar forms generate the same grammatical family, as well as a canonical 
representation for grammatical families. 
In 1975, the idea that one grammar resembles another was formalized by the 
concept of a (context-free) grammar form [2]. The family of languages generated by 
all the grammars that look like a master, or form, grammar was called a grammatical 
family. Since then, many papers have appeared on grammar forms and grammatical 
families. (See [S] and [7] for bibliographies.) Nonetheless, grammatical families are 
* This author was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS 
11-22323. 
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still only incompletely understood, and some basic questions about them, such as 
whether there is a decision procedure for determining if two grammar forms generate 
the same grammatical family, have remained open for some time. This suggests that 
additional tools are needed for the study and analysis of grammatical families. In this 
paper, we shall develop such a tool. 
One of the most successful approaches in algebra to understanding and analyzing 
algebraic structures has been to decompose arbitrary instances of such structures into 
simpler ones. Ideally, such decompositions should be unique and should lead to 
canonical representations for the structures in question. In the present paper, we 
establish such a result for grammatical families by proving that every grammatical 
family can be expressed in a unique way as a minimal combination of prime 
grammatical families. We demonstrate the power of this theorem by using it to derive 
various other decomposition results for grammatical families. In a subsequent paper, 
we shall further demonstrate the power of this method of analyzing grammatical 
families by using it to obtain a decision procedure for determining whether two 
grammar forms generate the same grammatical family,’ and to obtain canonical 
expressions for grammatical families. 
Let the sum of two grammatical families be the family consisting of finite unions of 
the languages in the two families, and let their product be the family consisting of 
finite unions of pairwise products of a language in the first family with a language in 
the second. Call a grammatical family prime if it is contained in one of two gram- 
matical families whenever it is contained in their product. Call a (finite) sum of 
(finite) products of grammatical families a minimal sum of products if no occurrence 
of a grammatical family can be deleted without diminishing the final result. Two such 
sums of products are considered identical if their summands are the same except for 
order, i.e., if equality of the two expressions follows from the associativity and 
commutativity of the sum operation. The purpose of this paper is to prove the 
following Prime Decomposition Theorem: Every grammatical family can be 
expressed as a minimal sum of products of primes in a unique way. 
The paper itself consists of five sections and two appendices. In the first section, 
we define some basic concepts, state live propositions, and then prove our main 
result. We illustrate the power of the theorem by deriving several corollaries. The 
remaining sections and the appendices are devoted to establishing the propositions 
stated in Section 1. 
1. THE PRIME DECOMPOSITION THEOREM AND CONSEQUENCES 
In this section, we shall review some basic ideas from the theory of grammar 
forms, and establish the Prime Decomposition Theorem. 
’ In 1978, without spelling out the details, we announced the solution to the problem of determining 
whether two grammar forms generate the same grammatical family 151. More recently, Meera Blattner 
has also announced a solution to this problem [2], but by a different method, one not based on a 
systematic decomposition theory for grammatical families. 
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Let V, be a fixed infinite universe of symbols and 2, a subset of V, such that 
,?Y, and V, -z, are both infinite. All nonterminals used in grammars’ are to be 
elements of V, - C, and all terminals to be elements of E,. Thus, G = (V, E;, P, o) 
is a grammar if z is a finite subset of C,, V is a finite subset of V,, (V- 2) E 
(V, - z,), u is in V - z, and P is a finite subset of (V - ,Y) x I’*. 
We shall view a grammar in two different senses. The first is the customary one of 
a language-generating device. The second is as a master grammar defining a family of 
grammars, each looking like the master one. The latter is referred to in the literature 
as the grammar form sense. 
A grammar G determines grammars which look like G by the notion of: 
DEFINITION. An interpretation of a grammar G = (V, C, P, a) is a 5-tuple I = (ur, 
VI, Z;, P,, S,), where G, = (V,, X1, P,, S,) is a grammar and p, is a substitution on 
V* satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) p,(r) C V, - z, for all < in V - C; 
(ii) p,(a) is a finite subset of CT for all a in C; 
(iii) p,(l) n p,(q) = 0 for all < # q in V - Z; 
(iv) S, is in p,(u); and 
(v) P, c,q(P), where ,a,(<-’ w> = {a -y/a in P,(<), Y in iu,(w>l and 
PAP> = Upin, ill,(P)* 
Intuitively, G, is supposed to look like G. 
The central object of our study is the family of languages arising from the different 
interpretation grammars. 
DEFINITION. Given a grammar G, let Y(G) = {G,/Z an interpretation of G} and 
P(G) = {L(G’)/G’ in Y(G)}. A collection 9 of languages is called a grammaticaf 
famiZy if 9 = P(G) for some grammar G. 
DEFINITION. A grammatical family is called trivial if it only contains finite 
languages, and nontrivial otherwise. 
The only trivial grammatical families are3 Pa, PC,,, and Pn,. The smallest 
nontrivial grammatical family is4 9’. One major distinction between trivial and 
nontrivial grammatical families is that the latter are full principal semiAFL’ [2]. 
* By grammar is always meant context-free grammar. 
3PB = (a}, ipE = (0, (E)), and Pfip,, = (L/L finite}. 
’ .Z’ denotes the family of all regular sets. 
’ A full semiAFL is a family of languages containing a nonempty language and closed under 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, and union. If Y is a family of 
languages let .P(U) be the smallest full semiAFL containing 9. ,9(P) is known to exist. A full 
semiAFL ip is called full principal if there exists a language L, called a full (semiAFL) generator, such 
that Y = .P((L)), usually written Y = .p(L). For further details, the reader is referred to 141. 
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The purpose of the present investigation is to decompose arbitrary grammatical 
families into simple ones in a unique way. To accomplish this, we must specify what 
is meant by a simple grammatical family. For our decomposition, we shall use two of 
the standard operations on grammatical families, called sum and product. To define 
simple families, we shall use the concept of primality similar to that for natural 
numbers. 
DEFINITION. The sum of two nonempty families of languages 9 and LP’, denoted 
by ip @ LP’, is6 {L U L’/L in 9, L’ in LPI}; and their product, denoted by .P @ LP’, 
is {(Jy=‘=, LiL;/n > 1, each Li in 9 and L,! in 40’). 
Both sum and product are obviously associative, so parentheses may be omitted. 
Furthermore, 
and 
provided that Pi and Y2 both contain the empty language. Thus, product distributes 
over sum for grammatical families. In fact, the grammatical families form a noncom- 
mutative semiring under sum and product, with zero PD and unit 4”. (A semiring 
satisfies all the axioms of a ring except for the existence of additive inverses.) 
DEFINITION. An expression of the form 
m > 1, each n, > 1, is called a sum-of-products expression, each %I 0 ... 0 q‘,. is 
called a summand, and each gj is called a factor of the summand. The expression is 
minimal if, for every i and j, the deletion of gj produces an expression that 
designates a strictly smaller family. 
Since sum is commutative, the ordering of the summands in an expression will be 
ignored. In other words, we shall consider two expressions to be identical if they 
differ only by a permutation of their summands. 
Our notion of simple grammatical family is the following: 
DEFINITION. A grammatical family P is called prime if, for every pair of gram- 
matical families 4p, and Y2 such that ip E L$ 0 Y2, either 26 c 9, or 9 c -ipz. 
IfYisaprimeandP~Y,Q . . . @ Yn, n 2 1 and each q a grammatical family, 
then LY G z for some i. 
It is readily seen that each trivial grammatical family, as well as 9, is prime. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that every grammatical family can be built 
6 In the literature, sum is often called wedge and denoted by V. 
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up from primes in a unique way. To establish this result, we need five propositions, 
the first of which has been proved elsewhere. The remaining propositions will be 
justified in later sections. 
The first proposition uses the following ternary operator K on families of 
languages, introduced in [ 31. 
DEFINITION. A grammar G = (V, Z, P, a) is a split linear grammar if the right- 
hand side of every production in P is in A (V - C) U C U (V - Z) B for some disjoint 
subsets A, B, and C of Z. In such a case, we use the notation G = (V, A U C U B, P, 
a) and assume X=AUCUB. 
Notation. For all families g,, P2, Pj of languages, let &?(ik;, P2, Pj) be the 
family of all languages of the form r(L), where L = L(G) for some split linear 
grammar G = (V, A U CUB, P, a) and z is a substitution on (A U C U B)* such 
that z(x) is in Y1, Y2 or PI if x is in A, C, or B, respectively. 
A few elementary facts about the families &Y(ik; , Y2, 2PJ) will be useful. Assume 
that Y, and 14 contain the language {E}. Let G = (V, A U CUB, P, (T) be a split 
linear grammar and define homomorphisms h, and h, on P* as follows: For a, p in 
V - Z, a in A, b in B, and p in P; ifp is of the shape a + ap, then h,(p) = a, if p is of 
the shape CY -+/lb, then h,(p) = b, and hi(p) = E, otherwise, i = 1,3. Let q, ,..., q, be 
all the productions in P of the shape qi : a -+ cir ci in C. Then the set of all derivations 
of words in L(G) has the shape R,q, u ... U R,q,, where each Ri is a regular subset 
of P*, and 
‘(G)=U,<i<n U hl(W)Cih3(WR). 
winRi 
Hence, each language in k?(g) ik;, Pj) is a finite union of languages of the shape 
w()R zl(w)L2t3(wR), where R is in 2, L, is in g, 
and si is an g-substitution.’ (*) 
Conversely, it is not difficult to show that 6(4p,, 14, YJ) contains all languages of 
the shape (*). From this, it follows that 
provided that Y2 and 9; contain the empty language 0. 
Now consider finite unions of languages of the more general shape 
wFR u,(w)LZus(wR), where R SE:,* in in 9, L, is in 
P2, and oi is a Stib(9, g)-substitution.8 (**) 
’ A substitution r is an Y-substirution if r(x) is in 9 for each symbol x. 
* SOb(.%‘, 9) = (o(R)/R in 2, u an Y-substitution). 
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Then for each i in { 1,3} and each x in ZR, a,(x) = riX(RiX) for some q-substitution 
tix and some R, c Z$ in 9. Without loss of generality, we may assume the ZiX are 
pairwise disjoint. Let r,(r3) be the g-substitution (P3-substitution) defined on 
(U .dnxR ztJ* (rew. (UxinIR U*) by r,(u) = ~dRIx) (rev. do) = ~3x(R3x)) for 
each x in 2Y, and u (resp. v) in Z:,, (resp. C,,). Since the R, are pairwise disjoint, r, 
and t, are uniquely defined. Let h, (resp. h3) be the homomorphism on (UxinZR 
(CIX U Z;,,))* which is the identity on UxinLR Zr, (resp. UxinrR Z,,) and erases all 
other symbols. Let p be the 9-substitution on Z$ defined by p(x) = R,,Rfjx for each 
x in ZR. Then for each word w=xr . ..x., n>O, each xi in ZR, 
= u {r,(h(u, 4)) ... 51(h,(u,vjj))L,z,(h,(v,u~)) 
a.. r3(h3(u, u~))/uiuf in p(xi)} 
ui t( in p(xi)} 
R 
u,u, *** u,u: inp(x, ... x,)} 
= u s,@,(z)) Jv,MzRN. zinp(w) 
Hence, 
UR ul(w> QJ,(wR) = ;i”;R) r,@,(z)) ~*wdzR)). 
Since rihi is an g-substitution and p(R) in in 9, the right side of the above equality 
is of the shape (*). Thus a(Yr, P2, Y3) contains all finite unions of languages of the 
shape (**). Hence 6(SCb(9, P,), ik;, SQb(Z, 5$)) G &(Y,, P2, 2”). The reverse 
containment obviously holds (since g G Stib(2, g), i = 1, 3), whence equality. 
Therefore’ 
9 A fill AFL is a full semiAFL closed under concatenation and (Kleene) +. For each family Y of 
languages, let 3(Y) be the smallest full AFL containing Y. R(Y) is known to exist. If 9 is a 
nontrivial full semiAFL, then .9(P) = Sdb(9, 9). See [4] for further details. 
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KM, %, 3) = d(SW@, W, %2, SSW, 93)) = ~(~(W, 92, &Y3)> 
for all nontrivial grammatical families pi, ik; , and L&. (***I 
The following proposition, established in [3], shows that all nontrivial grammatical 
families other than L& can be built up from 9 by certain operations. It is the first of 
the five propositions needed to prove the Prime Decomposition Theorem. 
PROPOSITION A. The collection of all nontrivial grammatical families other than 
PC, is the smallest collection of sets of languages containing 9 and closed under 
sum, product, & and g. 
It follows from this result that the collection of grammatical families other than 
YcF is closed under product. Hence, u?,, is prime. 
We shall prove the Prime Decomposition Theorem by using Proposition A to 
perform a structural induction over all nontrivial grammatical families other than 
YcF. To do this, we shall need some results on the connection between the # and k? 
operators and primality. The next proposition provides this connection for the F 
operator. It is proved in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION B. If izp is a grammatical family, then g(9) is prime. 
The next two propositions provide an analogous connection between the g 
operator and primality. First though, we introduce a concept which is similar to 
primality but with sum in place of product. 
DEFINITION. A grammatical family 9 is additively prime if Y c pi @ L& implies 
56’ G 9i or 9 G J& for all grammatical families 9, and L$. 
If 9 is additively prime and 9 E 9, @ e.. @ Yn, n > 1 and each q a grammatical 
family, then 9 G Q$ for some i. 
Henceforth, we shall use 9 for primes and &’ for additive primes. Since 
9, @ .!& E 9i @ 44 for all families 4k; and Yz which contain the language {E), every 
prime is additively prime. Proposition C states that every product of primes is also 
additively prime. (We shall see later in the section that the converse is also true, 
namely, every additive prime is a product of primes.) It is proved in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION C. If Yl ,..., Z$ are n > 1 primes, then 9, 0 --- 0 9, is additively 
prime. 
In the proof of the Prime Decomposition Theorem, Proposition D is used with 
Proposition C to establish a connection between the d operator and primality. It is 
proved in Section 4. 
PROPOSITION D. If & is an additive prime, then k?(P,, ~4, L&) is a prime for all 
nontrivial grammatical families 9, and P3. 
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Proposition E states that each product of n primes has a natural property which 
reduces to primality when n = 1. It is proved in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION E. Suppose Y;,..., 9, are n > 1 primes and Y, # L$ and Yz # L$. 
are grammatical families. If 9, 0 .. . 0 9, z Y, 0 pz, then for some j, 0 <j < n, 
Y,~..-~~G~ and.~+,~...~9”E4P,.i” 
Using the preceding five propositions, we now establish the Prime Decomposition 
Theorem. 
PRIME DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Every grammatical family is uniquely 
expressed as a minimal sum of products of primes. 
Proof. We first prove that every grammatical family is a sum of products of 
primes. This is certainly true for the trivial grammatical families and Y&, since they 
are prime. Now let $9 be the collection of all nontrivial grammatical families other 
than .Y& which is a sum of products of primes. Since 9 is prime, 9’ is in @. By 
Proposition A, it suffices to show that Q is closed under sum, product, #, and .F. 
Note that by Proposition A, the sum, product, $, and d of sets in 0 are nontrivial 
and not L&. Clearly, %F is closed under sum and product. By Proposition B, GY is 
closed under g. Thus consider 9 = a(&?, , p2, 4p), where is,, rP,, and Y3 are in V. 
Since 2$ is in GF’, L$ = &, @ .-. @ J&, n > 1, where each 4 is a product of primes. 
Hence 
By Propositions C and D, each summand is a prime. Therefore g is in V, and every 
grammatical family is a sum of primes. 
Next, suppose 9 is a grammatical family. By the previous paragraph, Y can be 
expressed as a sum of products of primes. This, in turn, can be converted into a 
minimal one by repeatedly deleting those primes whose omission still yields an 
expression for 9. 
To complete the proof, we show that each grammatical family has a unique such 
minimal expression. Suppose 8 and 8’ are two minimal expressions for the same 
grammatical family. Then a = d, @ . . . @ J&, and 27’ = &; GiJ . - s @ &A, where each 
4 and each &; is a product of primes. By Proposition C, each 4 is additively prime 
and hence is a subfamily of some d;(i). Similarly, each &; is a subfamily of some 
d- gu). ThUS d, c dhi, G dgu(i))* Suppose gdf(i)) # i for some i. Then 4 , hence 
each prime factor in 4, can be deleted from 8, contradicting the minimality of 8. 
Thus gdf(i)) = i for all i. Similarly,f( g(j)) = j for all j. Therefore m = n, and f and g 
are permutations of {I,..., n}. Since we have agreed to identify expressions involving 
summation which differ only by a permutation of summands, we may assume 
4 = &‘; for every i. It remains to show that for each i, 4 and ~‘1 are products of 
the same primes in the same order. 
I0 By convention, the product of zero primes is PC. 
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To this end, suppose we have two equal minimal products of primes, say 
wherem~n.Assume~~=~~forsomej.Then~’IO...O~”:,=~~,son=lby 
minimality. Since .-Yi Q a.. a,Y, = 9& Yi = YD for some i. Again, by minimality, 
m = 1. Thus m = n and 9i = 9; = k$,, Thus assume there is no j such that 
9; = Q$. By n - 1 applications of Proposition E, we get 
Thus 9; 0 ... 0 4; = 9; @ ..a 0 9; 0 9j+* 0 ... 0 SA, contradicting 
minimality. Hence, all the i, are different. Since m < n, it follows that m = n and ii = j 
for each j. Hence <T c 9; for each j. Since n = m, 9; c 3 by a symmetric 
argument. Then 3 = ,Yj for every j, as required. 1 
The Prime Decomposition Theorem has many consequences. We now derive some 
of them. 
COROLLARY 1. A grammatical family is additively prime if and only if its unique 
expression as a minimal sum of products of primes has exactly one summand, and it 
is a prime if and only if this one summand consists of exactly one factor. 
Proof: Let 9 be a grammatical family. Suppose the minimal expression for 9 
has exactly one summand. Then Y = 9i 0 ... 0 Yn, where the q are primes. By 
Proposition C, 9 is additively prime. If, in addition, the summand consists of exactly 
one factor 9,) then 9 = 9i and so, is prime. 
Conversely, if 9 is additively prime, then 9 must equal a summand in any 
expression for itself; and if the expression is minimal, then there can be no other 
summands. If, in addition, 9 is prime, then 9 must equal a factor in the summand; 
and if the expression is minimal, then there can be no other factors. 4 
Corollary 2 characterizes the additive primes. 
COROLLARY 2. A grammatical family is additively prime if and only if it is a 
product of primes. 
ProojI The only if follows from Corollary 1. The if holds by Proposition C. 1 
Corollary 2 shows that the additive primes can be characterized as certain 
combinations of primes. Corollary 3 shows that the primes can be similarly charac- 
51 l/24/3-6 
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terized as certain combinations of additively prime and arbitrary grammatical 
families. 
COROLLARY 3. A grammatical family is prime if and only if it is trivial or has 
the form 3(YI) or &F(YI, ~4, YS), where Y, , &, and Y3 are nontrivial grammatical 
families and J/ is additively prime. 
Proof: If a grammatical family is trivial, then it is obviously prime, and if it has 
either of the forms in the corollary, then it is prime by Propositions B and D. 
Now let 9 be prime. If 9 is trivial or is 9,. =.&(9&X then there is nothing to 
prove. Suppose g # Ycr and is nontrivial. By Proposition A, Y = 9 or has the form 
.F(Yi)), K(Yi, 5$, Y3), 9, @ Yz, or 9i 0 4p, for some nontrivial grammatical 
families ik;, Yz, and 4p,, g # 9 for each i. Since 4p is prime, and hence additively 
prime, the latter two cases cannot occur. If 9 = 9 =g(9) or ip =g(s), then 9 
has the desired shape. Suppose 9 = k?(Yr, Yz, 4p,). By the Prime Decomposition 
Theorem, ip = Ji @ . . . @ dn, where n > 1 and each 4 is a product of primes. Then 
each 4 is additively prime by Corollary 2, and each 4 is nontrivial since Yz is 
nontrivial and the expression for Yz is minimal. Thus 
But 9 is prime, and hence additively prime. Therefore 9 = K(Y, , 4, Y3) for some 
i, and the desired shape is obtained. 4 
Proposition A builds up the collection of all nontrivial grammatical families not 
Ik7cF by using certain operations. Corollary 4 does the same for primes. 
COROLLARY 4. The collection of all nontrivial primes other than Y& is the 
smallest collection of families of languages containing 5%’ and closed under the 
operations 
Proof: Let f be the collection of all nontrivial primes other than 9cF. Then 9 is 
in 7. Suppose n > 1 and 9i ,..., 9, are in 7. Then Y = f,(9, ,..., Yn) = 
R(9i 0 --. 0 Yn) is a prime .by Corollary 3. Clearly, 9 is nontrivial and, by 
Proposition A, not Q$,. Hence g is in 1. Suppose n 2 3. Then t,,(9, ,..., 9,) = E-(9,, 
-pZ 0 ..a 0 9”- i, Z$) is a prime by Corollaries 3 and 4. By Proposition A, it is also 
nontrivial and not .F&. Hence .Y is in l/. Thus, 7 contains 9’ and is closed under the 
operations f, and t,. 
Now let g, be a class containing 9 and closed under the operations off, and t,. It 
suffices to show that 7 c G?i. To this end let %-- be the class of all families which are 
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finite sums of finite products of families in 9Y1. Obviously, gz contains 9 and is 
closed under sums and products. Also, 57, E Ez. We shall establish that: 
(1) If Y is in GY*;, then F(9) is in 5?Y1 sg*:; and 
(2) %?* is closed under 6. 
Consider (1). Let .!Y be in 5%$. Then 
for some 9,, ,..., Ym,, in @Y1. It is readily seen from elementary AFL theory that 
2qLP) = 3-(Pl 1 0 - * * 0 L&J. s ince @I is closed under the operationsf,, y(9) is 
in V, G@$. 
Consider (2). Let pi, 9, and g3 be in %Yz. Then 9 is as in (3). By (***) prior to 
Proposition A, &(-Vi, 9, .Yj) = a($(Y,)), 9, $(rt;)). Clearly, 
By (l), &(pl) and x(;193) are in GY, . Also, GY1 is closed under the operations t,. Thus, 
ww& ql a **a 0 qni, R(g)> is in 59, E GYz for each i. By (4) and the fact that 
qz is closed under 0, k7(91, 9, gj;) = K(F(Y1)), 9, R(Y3)) is in GYz, i.e., (2) holds. 
Finally, let 9 be in T[. By Proposition A, every nontrivial grammatical family, thus 
9, is in g1 (since ???* contains 9’ and is closed under sum, product, 3, and a). Then 
for some 9’ ii,..., Yi,, in gl. Since 9 is a prime, it is an additive prime. Thus 
9 E Y,!i 0 . . . @ .Y& for some i. Since the converse containment obviously holds, 
9 = 9pI, 0 ... 0 9’6,. By primeness, 9 c Y’jj, hence 9 = Yh, for some j. 
Therefore 9 is in 97, and 7 G 5??, . 1 
Corollaries 5 and 6 are decomposition results which can be viewed as special cases 
of the Prime Decomposition Theorem. 
COROLLARY 5. Every grammatical family can be expressed as a sum of incom- 
parable additively prime grammatical families in a unique way. 
Proof: By the Prime Decomposition Theorem, every grammatical family 9 can 
be expressed as J1 @ e-m @ z&, where each 4 is a product of primes and no prime 
can be deleted without diminishing 9. By Corollary 2, each 4 is additively prime. 
Now no 4 can be a subset of some 4, i #j, since otherwise, each prime in 4 could 
be deleted without diminishing 9. Thus the 4 are pairwise incomparable. 
To see uniqueness, let &‘, @ .- - @ J$, be some expression for Y as a sum of 
pairwise incomparable additively prime grammatical families. By Corollary 2, each 
&‘1 can be expressed as a product (and hence as a minimal product) of primes. This 
results in an expression B for 9 as a sum of products or primes. Then 8’ is a 
minimal expression. (Indeed, suppose the contrary. Then a prime factor in some -4 
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can be deleted, resulting in a product _pPf , without diminishing 9. Then .~?f E 4 and 
Since 4 is additively prime, 4 is a subset of some summand of the right side. 
However, 4 & 4 for j# i since the 4 are pairwise incomparable. Therefore 
4 G &I, whence di = ~6’;. But this contradicts the assumption that 4 was 
expressed as a minimal product of primes.) By the Prime Decomposition Theorem, 8 
is the unique expression for 2 as a minimal sum of products of primes. Therefore, 
the 4 are uniquely determined as the summands occurring in that unique 
expression. 1 
COROLLARY 6. Every additively prime grammatical family can be expressed as a 
minimal product of primes in a unique way. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the Prime Decomposition Theorem and 
Corollary 1. I 
Corollaries 7 and 8 address a natural question about our definition of primality. 
There are two common and equivalent definitions of primality for natural numbers: 
(a) An integer p > 1 is a prime if it divides one of two numbers whenever it divides 
their product (p) ab implies pi a or pi b); and @I) An integer p > 1 is a prime if it has 
no nontrivial factorizations (p = ab implies p = a or p = b). Our definition of a 
prime is analogous to the first definition. Are the two definitions equivalent for gram- 
matical families? Thus, call a grammatical family Ip weakly prime (resp. weakly 
additively prime) if 4p = Y1 Q YZ (resp. Y = Yi @ gZ) implies 9 = 9, or 9 = 9*, 
for all grammatical families 4p1 and Yr. Obviously, every prime is a weak prime and 
every additive prime is a weakly additive prime. The following corollaries concern the 
reverse implication: 
COROLLARY 7. A grammatical family is weakly additively prime if and only if it 
is additively prime. 
Proof. It suffices to show that every weakly additive prime is additively prime. 
Thus let Y be a weakly additive prime. By Corollary 5, Y = g 0 . . . @ 4”, for some 
m > 1, each q an additive prime. Since 4” is weakly prime, 9 = q for some i. 1 
COROLLARY 8. Primes and weak primes are not the same. In particular, every 
sum of two or more pairwise incomparable primes is a weak prime but not a prime. 
Proof: It clearly suffices to establish the following three statements: 
(1) Every sum of primes is a weak prime. 
(2) Every sum of two or more pairwise incomparable primes is not a prime. 
(3) There exist two incomparable primes. 
Consider (1). Let 9, ,..., -P, be primes and suppose 9,@ ..a @ Ym = Y, 0 .!& for 
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some grammatical families pi and Yz, By Corollary 5, pi = Ji @ ... @ &n and 
9z=~;@...@,t4~forsomeadditiveprimes~and~~, l<j<nand l<k<p. 
Hence 
9, @ *** o~~=(~~~~~)+(J$;~~~)o...o(J$“o~~). 
Let i be in {l,..., m}. Then.$z(.Mi~&‘~)@... 0 (Jfl 0 ~2;). Since q is prime, 
it is additively prime. Hence, .$ c 4 0 ~4; for some j and k. Since q is prime, 
Lqs4 or 3 c&k. Thus, 
each 3 is a subset of some J&$ or some &;. (*> 
Suppose that 3, c 4 and ,Pi, G ~4; for some i, # i,. Then 5$ 0 5$ s 
J3@&C9,@ *** @ Ym. But Yr, 0 qz is additively prime by Corollary 2, so 
q,a q;, c q for some i. Hence, 4, G 3 and ,Pi, s q. Since 9, ,..., 9, are 
pairwise incomparable, it follows that i, = i = i,, contradicting the supposition that 
i, # i, . Therefore, 
there is no i, # i,, j, and k such that 3, z 4 and qz c ,pP;. (**I 
By (*) and (**), either for each 3 there is some 4 such that .T E dj, or for each 
4 there is some d; such that q s &;. In the former case 9,O ..e 0 Ym s 
d,@...@,&=9i;, while in the latter .-Yi@~+. @~~EJ/~@...OJ~=Y~. 
Hence 9, @ ... @ 9, is a weak prime. 
Consider (2). By Corollary 5, an expression for a grammatical family as a sum of 
pairwise incomparable primes is unique. Hence, a sum of two or more incomparable 
primes cannot also equal a single prime. 
Finally, consider (3). Let 9$, be the family of linear context-free languages. Since 
5& = K(9, 9, 9), qin is prime by Corollary 3. By Corollary 2, qi, 0 qi, is 
additively prime. Let 9, =.$(.5&) and 9* = K(9, gin 0 qin, 9’). By Corollary 3, 
ip and rt: are prime. It can be shown, e.g., by the decision procedure given in the 
sequel to the present paper, that g and .?& are incomparable. 1 
We close this section with a discussion of the extent to which the proof of the 
Prime Decomposition Theorem is effective. Suppose 9 is a given (by a grammar G) 
grammatical family. We first note that 4p can be effectively constructed into a sum- 
of-product-of-primes (SOPOP) expression. The argument is as follows: It is effectively 
decidable [2] if Y is one of the trivial grammatical families or is Yc,. If 9 is, then 
we are done since 9 is prime. Suppose Y is not. Inspection of the proof in [3] of 
Proposition A reveals that it is effective. In other words, given 9, there is an effec- 
tively calculable sequence Y1 ,..,, ga of nontrivial grammatical families such that 
Y1 = 9, 9n = 5/, and for each i (1 < i < n), either (a) y = 9, (b) q =x(q), (c) 
g=K(q, Yk, 9$, (d) g=q@Yk, or (e) g;=yQ5$ for some effectively 
calculable choice (a), (b), (c), (d), or e an some effectively calculablej, k, I < i. To ( ) d 
obtain a SOPOP expression B for I;p it is enough to show how to get a SOPOP 
expression gi for each q in the above sequence. If g = 9, then q is prime and 
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8,=x. Suppose gf.9. Let ~=&‘il@...@&in, and Kk~~Z,@...@~Zn2, 
where each Jr, is a product of primes. If (b) holds, then 8i c,&(q). If (c) holds, 
then 8,. = a(q:, d*,, q) @ . . . @ K(q, d;,,,, 4”;). If (d) holds, then gi = dl, @ . . . @ 
d,,, @dZ1 @ ..a @&zn,. And if (e) holds, then kYi = (d,, 0 dll) @ 
(&, 1 @ dZ2) @ ..a @ (d,, 0 J&J. Clearly, 6 is a SOPOP expression. 
Let kYr, be the unique minimal SOPOP expression for 9’. By the proof of the Prime 
Decomposition Theorem, kYO is obtained from 8 by deleting, in turn, any prime factor 
whose omission still represents 9. It is not immediately clear that this step can be 
made effective. There are, however, only finitely many candidates for gO, namely, all 
expressions 8’ resulting from B by dropping prime factors. Thus, if it can be effec- 
tively determined whether 8 = ip (or equivalently, whether B E 8”) for each such 
8’, then g0 is effectively calculable, being the smallest such expression. 
From the previous paragraph, a decision procedure for the containment of one 
grammatical family in another leads to an effective construction for obtaining the 
unique minimal SOPOP expression. The effective calculation of a (not necessarily 
minimal) SOPOP expression, indicated above, is an important step toward the 
effective solution of the containment problem (and hence to the minimization 
problem). Indeed, suppose given two grammatical families 9 and Y’, which we may 
assume are nontrivial and not 9&. We can effectively compute (not necessarily 
minimal) expressions &‘i @ Jm and rpP; 0 ... @ _pP; for Y and Y’, respectively, 
where the Jy; and &j are products of primes. Then .Y G 9’ if and only if 4 E 9’ 
for each i, which holds if and only if for each i there is some j such that 4 E &‘I 
(since 4 is additively prime). It therefore suffices to determine when one product of 
primes is contained in another. By repeated application of Proposition E and by 
Corollary 3, this reduces to the problem of determining whether a product of primes 
is contained in a family of the form $(9,) or a(9i, -pP, Yj), where .&’ is an additive 
prime. The solution to this problem will be presented in a subsequent paper, thereby 
resolving the containment (and so equality) problem for grammatical families. From 
the result, it follows that the proof of the Prime Decomposition Theorem can be made 
effective. It then follows, from Corollary 1, that there is an effective procedure to test 
whether or not a grammatical family is prime, and whether or not it is an additive 
prime. 
In summary, the Prime Decomposition Theorem is a powerful tool for the study of 
grammatical families. In addition to implying the corollaries derived above, it serves 
as the first step in solving the equality problem for grammatical families. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to completing the proof of the Prime 
Decomposition Theorem by establishing Propositions B-E. 
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION B 
We now turn to establishing Proposition B. In the process, we introduce several 
auxiliary concepts. 
The idea of a prime or additively prime grammatical family carries over to that of 
a language. Specifically, we have 
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DEFINITION. A language L is called prime (resp. additively prime) if L is in 4p, or 
in Yz for every pair of grammatical families pi and Yz such that L is in Yi 0 Yz 
(resp. Yi @ q). 
We note some obvious properties of prime and additively prime languages, by 
means of: 
Remarks. (1) Every prime language is also additively prime. 
(2) A nontrivial grammatical family is prime (resp. additively prime) if and 
only if every, equivalently, at least one, full semiAFL generator is prime (resp. 
additively prime). 
(3) A language L is additively prime if and only if L = L(G,)U L(G,) implies 
L is in Y(G,), G, and G, arbitrary grammars. More general, L is additively prime if 
and only if L = Uy=, L(G,) implies L is in IP(Gi) for some i, each Gj an arbitrary 
grammar. 
We shall verify Proposition B by establishing a condition (Lemma 2.1) which 
implies that a language is prime. First though, we introduce special kinds of 
languages, grammars, and interpretations used frequently in the sequel. 
DEFINITION. Let c i,..., c, be a finite sequence of n > 1 distinct symbols. A 
language L is ci,..., c,-special if L c C* c,Z* ... * c,Z*, where Z contains no ci. A 
grammar G is ci,..., c,-special if L(G) is c , ,..., c,-special. An interpretation 01, G’) of 
G=(V, .ZU (c ,,..., CT”}, P, a) is” cl,..., c,-special if p(ci) = {ci} for all i, and 
lJoinr,u(a) contains no occurrence of any ci. 
Our main interest in the above concepts will be for n = 1 and n = 2. We shall 
usually write c1 as c and c,, ct as c, d. Thus, we shall customarily be discussing c- 
special grammars, c, d-special grammars, etc. 
If G= (V,.Zu {c 1 ,..., c,}, P, a) is a c, ,..., c,-special grammar and (u, G’) = 
(V’, 27 u (c , ,..., cm}, P’, a’) is a c I ,..., c,-special interpretation of G, then G’ is a 
c, ,..., c,-special grammar. [For let w’ be in L(G’). Then there exists a derivation 
cr I = wi 3 ... 3 wk = w’ in G. Since (u, G’) is an interpretation of G, there is a 
corresponding derivation o = w, z- . . . =z. w, in G such that w, is in L(G) and wi is 
in p(wJ for all i. Since w, is in Z* c,Z* . ..* c,Z* and ~1 is ci,..., c,-special, it 
follows that w’ = WA is in Z’* c,C’* ..a* c,Z’*. Thus G’ is c, ,..., c,-special.] 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose LcL E Z*cZ* is a c-special language in J?(L). Then L is 
prime. 
ProoJ: Suppose Yr and 4p are grammatical families such that L is in 9, 0 pz. If 
L is a finite language, then clearly, L is in 9, or in Yz. Suppose L is infinite. Then 
g 0 4p is nontrivial and so is a full semiAFL containing L. Hence 
” Henceforth, whenever we write the expression ZU (c , ,..., c,), it is to be understood that the ci are 
all distinct and none are in C. 
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p(L) E 9r 0 Yz. Since LcL is in J?(L) E 9i 0 Yz, there exist n > 1, L; ,..., LA in 
g, and L;,..., Li in .!$ such that LcL = U y= 1 L,! L,!‘. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that c occurs in each word of Lf for i = l,...,p and in each word of Lf 
for i =p + l,..., n, p some integer in {O,..., n}. Thus L; EE*cZ* for i= I,...,p and 
L; c Z*cZ* for i=p + l,..., n. Define mappings rc,, zz from Z*cC* to Z* by 
rc,(ucv) = u and q(ucv) = u for all ucu in Z*cZ *. Then 7c,(L;L,!‘) = xl(L,!) for each i, 
i <p, and n,(LIL,!‘) = q(L;) for each i, i >p + 1. Since 9, and pz are grammatical 
families, with each Lf in 9, and L,!’ in Yz; it follows that n,(LlL,I’) = n,(L;) is in 9, 
for each i, i <p, and 7c2(L; L/) = 7c2(Lr) is in PC; for each i, i > p + 1. 
If L = U,gi,, n,(Ll), then L is in 4p,, and if L = lJpcicn q(L,!‘), then L is in PI. 
Suppose neither of these cases hold. Hence, there are words u in L - U, Ci.,p 7c,(L,!) 
and v in L - U,,<i(n q(Lf’). Then ucv is in LcL - U, (iSn LI LF, contradicting the 
choice of L! L!’ i= 1 I) I) 3-.-Y n. 
We are now ready for 
PROPOSITION B. For each grammatical family 9, R(9) is prime. 
ProojI If 9 is trivial, then g(Y) = 5%’ and so, is prime. If 9 = Yc., then 
#(5?) =9& and so, is prime. Suppose 9 is nontrivial and not Kc,. By 
Proposition A, g(U) is a grammatical family. Since F(9) is nontrivial, F(Y) = 
.9(L) for some language L. Obviously, L satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1. 
Hence L, thus p(L) =9(g), is prime. 1 
3. Proof of Proposition C 
In this section we prove that each product of primes is additively prime. This is 
accomplished with the assistance of a technical lemma. 
We start by introducing some symbolism. 
Notation. For each grammar G = (V, C, P, a), Let Gt = (Vt, C, P’, u) be the 
reduced grammar obtained by deleting from G all nonterminals (except o) which do 
not occur in at least one derivation from u to a terminal word, as well as all 
productions in which such nonterminals occur. 
Obviously, L(Gt) = L(G), Vt c V, and Pt E P. 
Notation. Let G = (V, ZU (c}, P, a) be a c-special grammar and Gt = (V’, 
Z: U {c}, Pt, a). Then V, denotes the set {< in V - (Z U {c})/< a* w for some w in 
Z*cZ*}, and G, = (V, Z, PL, 6) and GR = (V, Z, PR, u) the grammars where PL and 
PR consist of the following productions: 
(1) If&+wisinP+,withlinV-V,,thenl+wisinP,andinP,. 
(2) If<+uyuisinP+,with<,yin V~,then<+uyisinP,and~+yuisinP,. 
(3) If<-+ucvisinPt,then<+uisinP,and~-+uisinPR. 
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It is clear that a word u is in L(G,) if and only if there exists v such that ucv is in 
L(G), and a word ZI is in L(G,) if and only if there exists u such that UCZI is in L(G). 
The following lemma, whose proof is long and complicated, plays a key role in 
establishing Proposition C. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose L(G) s AcB is a c-special language. Then there exists a 
finite sequence G, ,..., G, of c-special grammars in Y(G) with the following properties: 
(1) L(G) c tJy= i L(Gi) c AcB. 
(2) For each i there exist Ai E A and Bi s B such that L(G,) = A,cB,. 
(3) If G,f is in Y((Gi),) and G; is fi g((Gi)R)fir some i, with c in-no word of 
L(G;) U L(G/‘), then L(G[) cL(G/‘) = L(G) f or some c-special grammar G in Y(G). 
Proof Let G = (V, Z U {c}, P, u). There is no loss in assuming G is reduced. 
Suppose 
(k > 1) are productions in P such that (a) u = r1 and (b) Ti # rj for i #j. 
Furthermore, suppose J is a subset of { l,..., k}. Then p, ,..., pk, J is called an 
admissible sequence in this proof. Obviously, there are only a finite number of 
admissible sequences. 
Let p ,,...,pk, J be an admissible sequence as above. If i is in J let =s: be the 
relation a’, and if i is in {l,..., k} -J let =s- r be the relation denoting a 
derivation =s+ in G involving no production with an occurrence of a variable in 
It 1,-ay C.-l}. Also, let Lp ,,..., pk,J be the set of all words w in C*cZ* for which there 
exists a derivation formed by composing (in the order given) exactly one derivation 
from each of the following kind: 
r*&r,v,,P,, r2 
1 
+ u2t2v2, p2~9 tk + ukt-kvk, Pk9 and 
UlUI *** u,u;cv; Vk *a- v~vl 2 w, each uj, vj in Z*. (*I 
Clearly, each word w in L(G) is in some L, ,,..., Pk,J. Thus L(G) = U L, ,,..., pk,J, the 
union being over all the L, ,,..,, pI,J. 
Let p , ,..., pk, J be an admissible sequence and li ,..., rk, u; , vi ,..., u;, vi as above. 
To complete the proof it suffices to find a reduced grammar G’ in g(G) such that: 
(1’) L p ,,..., pt,J c LtG’) c AcB. 
(2’) There exist A’ s A and B’ E B such that L(G’) = A’cB’. 
(3’) If G, is in S(Gt) and G, is in p(G;I), with c in no word of L(G,)U 
L(G,), then L(G,) cL(G,) = L(G”) for some G” in Y(G). 
We begin with the definition of G’. For each variable < in V - (V, U Z: U {c}) let 
<’ be a new symbol. For each r in V, and i, 1 < i < k, let Li(c) and Ri(<) be new 
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symbols. (Intuitively, the variables L,(r) (resp. R,(r)) build up ,4’(resp. B’). The 
variables <’ only derive E.) Let 
U {t’/t in V- (V,UZU {c})} 
and let .D be the substitution on V* defined by ~(a) = {a, E} for all a in Z, p(c) = (c), 
,u(<)={<,<‘) for <in V-(V,UZU{c}), andp(r)= {Li(~),Ri(c)/l<i<k} fortin 
V,. Let h be the homormorphism on (V - V,) * defined by h(c) = {’ for each { in V- 
(V,UZU {c}) and h(a)=& for each a in ZU (c}. Now let G’= (V’,CU {c), P’, 
L,(r,)), where P’ consists of the following productions: 
(4) For each i in {l,..., k) -J and each production r-+ uyv in P, with l, y in” 
vc- It , ,..., &-i}, L,(r) -+ uL,(y) h(v) and R,(r) --f h(u) Ri(r) u are in P’. 
(Li(r) + uL,(y) h(u) simulates r + uy in deriving A ’ and Ri(r) + h(u) R,(y) u simulates 
r+ yv in deriving B’.) 
(5) If i is in {l,..., k} - J and <-+ u&v is in P, with r in V, - { 5, ,..., Tim 1 }, then 
L,(r)-+ uR,(&) h(u) is in P’. 
(Since r- u&v can be used in the last step of t,. *T x, &, (5) shifts the deriving 
from part of a word in A’ to part of a word in B’). 
(6a) For all i in { l,..., k - 1) -J, R,(&) --t ufL,(&+ 1) uf is in P’. 
(b) If k is not in J, then Rk(&) + u;cv; is in P’. 
(Production (6) simulates pi for i not in J. Type (6a) shifts the deriving from part of a 
word in B’ to part of a word in A’.) 
(7a) If i is in {l,..., k - 1) n J, then L,(C) + niLi+ ,(&+ ,) vl is in P’. 
(b) If k is in J, then Lk(&)-+ u;cv; is in P’. 
(Production (7) simulates pi for i in J. If i is in J, then C =x: x,&x2 is ri =x’ &.) 
(8) If<-+wisinP,with<in V-(V,UZ:U{c}),then~+wand<‘+h(w)are 
in P’. 
Clearly, 01, G’) is a c-special interpretation of G. Just as G was assumed to be 
reduced, so we may assume G’ is reduced. It remains to show that G’ satisfies 
(l/)-(3’). By (4~(7) and the fact that G is reduced, it follows that the production 
L,(W -+ u/ Li+ ,(&+ i) u; (resp. Lk(&) --t u;cu;) is used in some derivation 
L,(t,) *G, -‘- *G’ z, z in (ZU (c})*, if and only if i is in J (resp. k is in J). For each 
r in V- (V,UZ:U {c}), it follows from (8) that if ~“J:,z, z in (2JU (c})*, then 
z = E. Therefore, when using a production L,(r) -+ uL,(y) h(u) or L,(r) -+ URi(C) A(U) 
(resp. R,(c) + h(u) R&J) u), the word h(u) (resp. h(u)) ultimately yields E. From this it 
follows that if rj*T ujt;iu, in G, uj and uj in Z*, j not in J, then Lj(cj) *A, 
ujRj(tj) h(u,) and R,(&) ai, h(u,) R(<,) Uj. Furthermore, if Li(<,) *A, uRj(rj) U, u 
and u in Z*, then there exist zi, i? in Z* such that tj *,* urjrY and cj a/ tit,u. Then 
for j not in J, 
‘*For i=l, (5 ,,..., ci-,}=O. 
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where 
and 
I (% u> in z*/Lj(tj) c, 
&- uRj(rj) v 
I 
= Aj x Bj, 
Aj = u in .Z*/tj 2 uljjv for some v in Z* 
j I 
Bj = v in Z*/cj 
I 
A- u(,v for some u in Z* . 
1 I 
For each j in (I,..., k}, let lj = Aj and Bj = Bj ifj is not in J, and let zj = gj = (E} ifj 
is in J. Then 
whereI 
L p ,,..., pb,J EL(Q) sA’cB’7 
and 
B’ = LG(v;)&LG(v;-I) .a. &L&)&. 
Obviously, A’ c A and B’ E B, so that (1’) and (2’) hold. 
Consider (3’). Let &, G, = (V,, Z,, P,, a,)) be an interpretation of GI and 
G2, G, = (V,, Z,, P,, a,)) an interpretation of GA, with c occurring in no word of 
L(G,)UL(G,). Without loss of generality we may assume that V, -Z,, Vz -C,, 
and V’ - .Z are pairwise disjoint. We shall construct a c-special interpretation 




suppose u, = w,, * ... ti wiS is in G,, ~1, in L(G,), and 
u2 = wpl 3 . . . * wzI is in G,, wll in L(G,), corresponding to 
and 
respectively, with (**) and (***), respectively, obtained (as in (*)) from 
” For each grammar G = (V, C, P, u) and w in Y*, LF(w) = {JJ in Z*/w -* y). 
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In grammar G” there will be a derivation 
which simulates the part in (**) corresponding to ri =P: UiriVi, followed by the part 
in (***) corresponding to Ci *T z&&tTi, then the part in (**) and (***) 
corresponding to pi, for i = l,..., k in order, finally followed by the parts in (**) and 
(* * * ) corresponding to 
respectively. 
Formally, for each element x in pi,~(V,) and y in ,u&‘,) let L(x, y) and R(x, y) be 
new symbols. (Intuitively, L(x, y) simulates variable x in Pi, while remembering that 
y is to be used when R(x’, v) simulates variable y in P, while remembering x’ in P, .) 
Let 
v” = {~(x,y)~~(x,~)/x inw(~,), Y inwu(V,)J 
Up,p(V- (V,UZU {c~)>UwcI(~- VcU~U {cl)> 
U {e/r in V- (V,UZU {c})}UZ,UCZU {c}. 
Let ,u” be the substitution on V* defined by 
and 
~“(0 = Mx9~)/x in ~(0~~ in ludW,)~ 
u {R(x,y)/x in P,PU(V,), Y in ~~~(01 for all t in v,, 
C(C) =P~P(~!)UP~~~~(OU {Cl, forall t in v- (v,UzU {cl>, 
p”(z) =,ucII,u(z)U,u,p(z) for all z in Z, 
/i”(C) = (c}. 
Let P” consist of the following productions: 
(9) Suppose vi -+ u; q; is in P, , corresponding to the production L,(C) + ULi(y) 
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W or RLt?+ 44 W) u of type 4, or to the production L!(r) + URi(ri) h(b) of 
type 5. Then 
is in P” for all y in j+p(V,). 
(Since h(o) only yields E, (9) simulates q, + ur qi in P, .) 
(10) Suppose q2 -+ 7;~; is in P,, corresponding to the production Li(<) + 
uLi(Y> h(~) or Ri(r)-+ h(u) Ri(y)u of type (4); or to the production 
L,(r) + uR,(&) h(v) of type (5). Then 
R(x, ~2) -, h(u) Rk rl;) vi is in P" for all x in all. 
(Since h(u) only yields E, (10) simulates q2 --t u;u; in P2.) 
(11) Suppose r, + &‘a; is in P,, corresponding to the production Ri(<) + 
h(u) Ri(&) u of type (4). Then 
L(v,,y)+ u;R($,y)h(u)is in P" for all y in ,&V,). 
(By (1 I), simulation of part of a derivation in G, is now replaced by simulation of 
part of a derivation in G2.) 
(12) Suppose q,+ u;q; is in P, and qz-v;u; is in P,. 
(a) If both correspond to the type (6a) production for the same i, then 
R(q,,q2)+ u;L(q;,q;)uf isin P". 
(b) If both correspond to the type (7a) production for the same i, then 
L(rl,,r*)jul’L(rl;,rls)u; isin PM. 
(Production (12) simulates r7, -+ up 11; in P, and qz -+ q; u; in P, .) 
(13) Suppose v, + u; is in P, and q2 + UT is in P,. 
(a) If both correspond to the type (6b) production, then 
R(q,,q2)-+ uI"cu; isin P". 
(b) If both correspond to the type (7b) production, then 
L(v,, vz) --t 24;~~~ is in P". 
(Production (13) simulates q, + u:l in P, and vz + us’ in P,, (a) if k is not in J and 
(b) if k is in J.) 
(14a) Every production in P, UP, corresponding to a production of type (8) is 
in P". 
(b) Every production r’ + h(w) in P' of type (8) is in P". 
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(By (14a), each production in P, UP, involving no variable corresponding to a 
variable in V, is in P”. By (14b), each l’ can only yield E.) 
The rules in P” essentially (i.e., except for type (14)) operate as follows: 
(i) Start with i = 1, vu = IT,, r,r2i = uz, and L(a,, u2). 
(ii) If i is in {l,..., k - 1) nJ, then L(qli, qr,.) switches to a variable L(vlci+ ,), 
V2(i+l)) (by (12b)) and t ii > is repeated with i replaced by i + 1. If i is in (k} n J, then 
L(qlk, q2,J deposits one occurrence of c (by (13b)) and only type (14) rules follow, 
until a terminal word is derived. Suppose i is not in J. By (9), the variables L(x, v2i) 
imitate that portion of a derivation in G, which comes from rules first involving the 
ti(<) and then the Ri(& ending in a variable L(x, q2i). 
(iii) By (1 l), L(x, qzi) switches to a variable R(rfii, q2i). 
(iv) By (lo), the variables R(q,,, y) imitate that portion of a derivation in G, 
which comes from rules first involving the Li(r) and then the R,(r), ending in a 
variable R (qri, q2i). 
(v) If i < k, then (by (12a)) R(ij,,, rj2i) switches to a variable L(qlci+i,, 
V2(i+l)) and t ii is repeated, with i replaced by i + 1. If i = k, then (by (lOa)) R(f,,, 1 
ii,,) deposits an occurrence of c and only type (14) rules follow, until a terminal 
word is derived. 
Clearly, @“, G”) = @“, V”, C, UC, U {c}, P”, L(o,, cr2)) is a c-special inter- 
pretation of G. It is a straightforward matter, left to the reader, to verify that L(G”) = 
LtG,) WG2). fl 
In Section 5 (Proposition E) we shall use the following modified extension of 
Lemma 3.1: 
COROLLARY. Suppose L(G) G A,c, A, ... c,A, is a c, ,..., c,-special language. 
Then there exists a finite sequence (G,, ,..., G,,) ,..., (G,, ,..., G,,) of tuples of 
grammars with the following properties: 
(1) L(G) & U;“=, L(Gt,)c,L(Gi,) *** c,L(Gt,) E A,c,A, *.* c,A,. 
(2) Suppose for some i there exist G;,..., GA such that Gj is in .F’(G,) for each j 
and no c, occurs in any word of U;=, L(G;). Then L(G;) c,L(G;) . . . c,L(G;) = 
L(G’) for some G’ in F(G). 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, the corollary is true for n = 1 (with G,, = (Gi)L and 
Gi, = (Gi)R). A straightforward induction (proof omitted) completes the argument. I 
We are now ready for our result on the product of primes. 
PROPOSITION C. If 9 ,,..., Yn are primes, then 9, 0 +. .a 9” is additively prime. 
Proof. Since each prime is additively prime, it obviously suffices to prove that a 
product of two additive primes is an additive prime. Thus let 9, and yz be additive 
primes. The result is immediate if Yi or g2 is trivial, Thus assume Y, and U2 are 
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nontrivial. Therefore, gi and Pz are full principal semiAFL, with nonempty full 
semiAFL generators L, and L,, respectively. Then L, and L, are additive primes. 
Let c be a new symbol. Clearly, L, CL, is a full semiAFL generator of g 0 4az. 
Hence it is enough to prove that L, CL, is additively prime. 
Let G, and G, be arbitrary grammars, such that L,cL, = L(G,)U L(G,). Thus 
L(G,) G L,cL, and L(G,) E L,cL,. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a sequence Gi ,..., GA 
of grammars in F(G,) with the following properties: 
(1’) L(G,) c U;=, L(G;) c L,cL2. 
(2’) For each i, there exist Ai c L, and Z?; c L, such that L(G;) = AfcBl. 
(3’) If G’ is in Y((G[),) and G” is in Y((G;),) for some i, with c in no word 
of L(G’) U L(G”), then L(G’) cL(G”) = L(G,) for some G, in Y(G,). 
Similarly, there exists a finite sequence G:‘,..., G,$ of grammars in .Y(G& with the 
following properties: 
(1”) L(G,)EU~~_~L(G~“)~L,CL~. 
(2”) For each j, there exist A/’ s L, and Bj” c L, such that L(G,!‘) = A;‘cB,/. 
(3”) If G’ is in 57((GJoL) and G” is in z((G,“),) for somej, with c in no word 
of L(G’) u L(G”), then L(G’) cL(G”) = L(G,) for some G, in .Y(G,). 
Therefore L i CL, = U j’=, A; cBj U Uj’!! , A; cBj’. If there is an i (or j) such that L , is 
in ;IP((G;h) and L, is in Y((G[),) (or L, is in Y((Gj’),) and L, is in Y((Gj’),)), 
then L,cL, is in Y(G,!) cIP(G,) by (3’) (or L,cL, is in Y(G/‘) EP(G,) by (3”)) 
and we are through. Thus assume that for each i, either L, is not in Y((G;)[-) or L, is 
not in Y((GI),); and for each j, either L, is not in P((Gj”),.) or L, is not in 
P((Gj’),). Let 
Z = {i/L 1 is not in P((G;),)}, I’ = (i/L2 is not in P((G,!)R)}, 
J= {j/L, is not in -P((G/),)}, J’ = {j/L, is not in Y((Gj’)R)}. 
Then ZUZ’ = (l,..., n} and JU J’ = { l,..., m). Now L, is additively prime, L, is not 
in 4P((G;),) for each i in Z, and L, is not in Y((Gj’),) for each j in J. Therefore 
L, # u A; u u A; = u L((G;),)u u L((Gj’),). 
iinl jinJ iinl jinJ 
Hence, there exists a word u in L, - (Uii,,A; U UjinJAy). Similarly, there exists a 
word u in L, - (tJiinl, B; U tJjinJ, B,“). Then ucu is in L,cL, - (U~==,A,!cBI U 
Uy!, A,!‘cB,!‘), a contradiction, Consequently, L, CL, is additively prime. 1 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION D 
In this section we prove that if P1, Pz, and PJ are nontrivial grammatical families, 
with 4p, additively prime, then K(Pr, ipz, PJ) is prime. 
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An outline of the argument is as follows: For all languages L i , L,, and L, a new 
language T(L, , L,, L3) is defined. It is shown in Lemma 4.3 that T(L, , L,, L,) is 
additively prime if L, is additively prime. [The proof uses Lemma 4.1 and the 
Corollary to Lemma 4.2.1 Suppose Y1, Pz, and Yj are nontrivial grammatical 
families, with Yz additively prime. Let L, , L,, and L, be full semiAFL generators for 
9,) Ip,, and Ys, respectively. By Lemma 4.3, 7’(L,, L,, L3) is additively prime. It is 
shown in Appendix 2 that T(L,, L,, L3) is also a full semiAFL generator for 
K(Y,, Yz, P3). In Lemma 4.4, it is established that a language L is prime if L is 
additively prime and u,z 1 C’Ldj is in the full semiAFL generated by L (c and d 
being new symbols). Since a(Y’, , Pz, gj) contains ulZ 1 CiLdj for each language L 
in a(Pi, Yz, Yj) and new symbols c and d, T(L i, L,, L,) is therefore prime. 
The formal details are now given. We start with a number of concepts necessary to 
understand the first lemma. 
Notation. Let .Z be an alphabet and c and d new symbols. For all nonempty sets 
SgC*cZ* and L EZ*, let S(L) = UucuinS ucldv. 
If S and L are context-free languages, then so is S(L) (being the result of 
substituting context-free languages into a context-free language). 
Note that S,(L,)s S,(L,) if and only if S, c S, and L, CL,. (Thus, S,(L,)= 
S,(L,) if and only if S, = S, and L, = L,.) Also, S,(L,)U S,(L,) = S,(L, U L2) and 
S,(L,)U S&A = (S, u S*@,). 
Notation. Let G = (V, CU {c, d}, P, O) be a c, d-special grammar and let Gt = 
(Vt, CU {c, d}, P+,a). Then Vc,d, V,, I’,, and V, denote the following sets of 
variables. A variable { is in V,,, (V , Vd, respectively) if < is in Vt and L(G+, <) g 
Z*cZ*dZ* (L(G+, <) c ,Z*cZ*, L(G’, 5) s Z*d,?Z*, respectively), where L(G+, <) = (w 
in (C U {c, 4)*/t a:+ w}. Let VO = V - (C U Vc,d U V, U VJ. 
Expressed otherwise, a variable r is in Vc,d if c is in Vt and every terminal string 
derivable in Gt from < contains an occurrence of both c and d. Similar statements 
hold for V, and Vd. 
Note that V - Z is partitioned into the four sets V,,, V,, Vd, and Vc,d. 
For each c, d-special grammar G we now introduce two associated grammars, G, 
and G, (the edge and middle grammars). 
Notation. Let G = (V, Z U {c, d}, P, a) be a c, d-special grammar and Gt = (V’, 
C U {c, d}, Pt, a). Let GE = (V,, .?I U (c}, PE, a), where 
VE= Vc,du ((Vcu 1~1) x (V,u b4))u VouCu {cl 
and PE consists of the following productions: 
(1) If c- ~$23 is in Pt with c, <’ in VC,d, then r+ uc’u is in PE. 
(2) If c+ uxwyv is in Pt, with r in VC,d, x in V, U (c}, and y in V, U (d}, then 
t- u(x,y)v is in PE. 
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(3) If & U<‘V is in Pt, with l in V, and r’ in V, U {c}, then (r, q) + a((‘, a) is 
in PE for all 9 in Vd U {d}. 
(4) If r -+ u<‘u is in Pt, with r in Vd and <’ in V, U {d), then (q, <) + (q, l’) u 
is in PE for all r in V,U {c}. 
(5) Every production in Pt whose left side is a variable in V, is also a 
production in PE. 
(6) (c,d)-+c is in PE. 
Clearly, G, is a c-special grammar and 
L(G,) = {ucu in (ZU {c})*/ ucwdv is in L(G) for some w in Z*}. 
Notation. Under the above hypotheses and notation, let G, = (V-{ c, d}, Z, P,,,, 
a), where P,,,, consists of the following productions: 
(1) If r- u<‘v is in Pt, with < and <’ in Vc,d, then r- c’ is in P,. 
(2) If r + uxwyv is in Pt, with c in VC,d, x in V, U {c}, and y in V, U (d}, then 
(a) r+xwyisinP,ifxisin V,andyisin V,; 
(b) r+wy is in PM ifx=c andy is in V,; 
(c) <--+ xw is in P,,, if x is in V, and y = d; and 
(d) l-+wisinP,ifx=candy=d. 
(3) If &+ uxu is in Pt, with r in V, and x in V,U {c}, then 
(a) <-+xvisinP,ifxisin VC;and 
(b) &uisinP,ifx=c. 
(4) If &+ uyv is in Pt, with r in V, and y in V, U {d}, then 
(a) <-+ uy is in P,,, if y is in V,; and 
(b) <-+uisinP,ify=d. 
(5) Every production in Pt whose left side is a variable in V, is also a 
production in PM. 
It is clear that 
L(G,) = {w in Z**/there exist u, u in X* such that ucwdu is in L(G)}. 
Thus we see that (i) L(G) s S(L), where S = L(G,) and L = L(G,), and (ii) if 
L(G) = S(L) for some S G Z*cZ* and L &C*, then L(G,) = S and L(G,) = L. 
The next result, needed for Lemma 4.3, bears a similarity to Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L(G) 5 S(L), where S G Z*cZ* and L c C*. Then there is a 
finite sequence G, ,..., G, of grammars in F(G) with the following properties: 
(1) L(G) C Uy=l L(Gi) C S(L)* 
571/24/3-l 
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(2) For each i there exist Si z S and Li s L such that L(G,) = S,(L,). 
(3) Zf, for some i, G; is a c-special interpretation of (Gi)E and G; is an inter- 
pretation of (Gi)M, with L(G/) containing no occurrence of d and L(G/) containing 
no occurrence of c or d, then L(G;) (L(G(‘)) is in M(G). 
The proof is very long and complicated, especially that for (3). As such, it is 
relegated to Appendix 1. 
Given disjoint sets ZU (c} and r, we shall be dealing with sets 
S s (Cur)* c(Z U F’)* having the property that erasing all symbols of Z in each 
word of S leads to a word in { wcw”/w in r*}. Specifically, we have 
DEFINITION. Let C U (c} and r be disjoint sets. A language S C_ (C U r)* 
c(~ur)* is called r-balanced if S c n; ‘({wcw”/w in r*)), where 7cr is the 
homomorphism from (C U {c} U r)* into (TV {c})* defined by q(x) = x for each x 
in TU (c) and n,(x) = E for each x in Z. 
Note that each r-balanced language is c-special. 
We now introduce two operations, p, and pz, on r-balanced sets. 
Notation. Let S s (Z U r)* c(Z U r)* be r-balanced. Then p,(S) (resp. p*(S)) 
denotes the set consisting of S U {c} and all words of the form ucv such that there 
exists a word U,XUCVXV, in S with the displayed occurrences of x corresponding 
elements of14 r(resp. S U {c} and all words of the form U’CV’ such that there exists a 
word u’yui cviyv’ in S with the displayed occurrences of y corresponding elements of 
0. 
It is clear that p,(S) and p2(S) are r-balanced, p,@,(S)) = p,(S), and p&(S)) = 
~~(9. Fufihermore, PAPS) = Pi@@)) an d is the set consisting of p,(S) Up*(S) 
together with all words ucv such that there is a word U, xuyu,cv, yvxv, in S with the 
displayed occurrences of x and y corresponding elements of r. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a grammar such that L(G) E (CU r)* c(CU r)* is r- 
balanced. Then there are c-special interpretations G, and G, of G such that L(G,) = 
PMG)) and L(G) = P~GW)). 
ProoJ We establish the existence of G,, the proof of the existence of G, being 
similar. Clearly, we may assume that G = (V, C U TV {c}, P, a) is reduced. Without 
loss of generality we may also assume that the variables of G are partitioned into the 
disjoint sets V,, V, , V, , where I’, = {c in V - (C U TV {c})/< a * w for some w in 
(Z U r)* c(C U r)* }, VL = {< in V - (C U r u {c})/u 2. * z& for some v containing 
an occurrence of c and some u}, and VR = {c in Y 2 (C U TV (c))/a Z- * U&J for 
some u containing an occurrence of c and some v }. (If V,, V, , and V, were not 
pairwise disjoint we could relabel the variables in G to get a new grammar G which is 
a c-special interpretation of G, generating the same language as G, and such that v,, 
v,, and vR are pairwise disjoint.) 
I4 That is, x is in r and ~r(xucuvx) is in (wcw”/w in r*). 
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Since G itself is a c-special interpretation of G, and it is clear that the union of two 
languages generated by c-special interpretations of G is itself generated by a c-special 
interpretation of G, it suffices to exhibit a c-special interpretation G, of G such that 
L(G,) consists of c and all words w for which there is a word UXWXZ) in L(G) with the 
displayed occurrences of x corresponding elements of r. 
To this end, let w be the homomorphism on V* defined by w(x) = z,.(x) for x in 
ZUT and v(c) = E. Since L(G) E (ZU r)* c(ZUI’)* is r-balanced, it follows that 
for each variable 4 is VL U V, , if < =P* w and < =x* w’, w and W’ in (E U r) *, then 
v(w) = tq(w’). Define w(r) to be this common word. Suppose < is in Vc. If u =x* z& 
with u, v in (2 U r)*, then either v(u) is an initial subword of v(v)” or v(v) is a 
terminal subword of v(u)“. In the first case, define r to be in F and w(r) to be such 
that v(u) w(l) = w(v)“. If the first case does not hold, define < to be in I and v(c) to 
be such that I5 w(T) I,V(V) = v(u)“. (Note that w(c) and whether < is in F or I are 
independent of the particular u and v because L(G) is r-balanced.) 
For each variable < of V let <’ be a new symbol and let h be the homomorphism on 
V* defined by h(c) = c, h(x) =x’ if x is a variable, and h(x) = E if x is in TV Z. For 
each variable l in V and each integer i, 0 < i < / I,v(()~, let i(l) and (oi be new 
variables. Let 
V, = VU {<‘/tin V-(CUTU {c})} 
[Intuitively, if c is in VL U V,, then <’ will only generate E. If < is in F(resp. I), then 
<’ will only generate c and those words obtained by taking the terminal words 
derivable from < and, for some i > 1, with 1 w(w)1 > 2i + 1 w(<)/, deleting the smallest 
initial subword of r-length i + I w(r)1 (resp. r-length i) and smallest final subword of 
r-length i (resp. r-length i + I w(<)l). For < in F u VL, i(r) will generate exactly those 
words obtained by taking the terminal words derivable from c and deleting the initial 
subword of smallest length containing i occurrences of ZY For r in I U VR , (r)i will 
generate exactly those terminal words obtained by taking the terminal words 
derivable from r and deleting the final subword of smallest length containing i 
occurrences of r.] 
Let p be the substitution on V* defined by p(r) = {<, r’ } U { i(r)/l < i < I y(r)1 } for 
6 in FUV,, ~u(~)={~,~‘}U{(r)i/l~i~lw(~)l} for < in IUV,, ,u(c)={c}, and 
~(a) = {a, E} for a in 2Y u r. Clearly, p is well defined. 
Using induction, we now define functions Li and Ri for i > 1. The effect of 
applying Li (resp. Ri) to a sentential form w of G is to get a sentential form Li(w) 
(resp. R,(w)) in G, such that the terminal words derivable in G, from L,(W) 
(resp. R,(w)) are identical with the words obtained by erasing a smallest initial 
(resp. final) subword of r-length i in each terminal word derivable in G from w. 
Furthermore, the subword erased will not contain the symbol c. 
” Thus, if r is in F then y(r) is a final subword of y(v)“; and if < is in F, then ~(5) is an initial 
subword of y(u)“. 
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The function Li will only be defined on words in V* of the form UU, where 
i < 1 w(u)/ and u is in (E U TV VL)* (F U {c, E}). Analogously, Ri will only be 
defined on words in V* of the form uu, where i < 1 y/(v)1 and v is in (ZU {c, E}) 
(C U TV VR)*. The functions are defined as follows: Let L,(z) = R ,(z) = E if z is in 
r, Li(z) = i(z) if z is in FU V,, and Ri(z) = (z)~ if z is in ZU VR. For x in 
zuru v,, let L,(xw) = Li(x) w if i < ) w(x)1 and Li(xw) = h(x) Li-,tiCx,,(w) if 
Iy(x)l <i. For y in CUZU VR, let R,(wy) = wR,(x) if i< Iw(x)l and Ri(wy) = 
Ri-lecx,l(W) h(x) if I dx)l < i. 
Let G, = (V, , C u Zu {c}, Pi, o’), where P, consists of the following productions: 
(1) If r-+ w is in P, then 
(a) r+wisinP,,and 
(b) l’ + h(w) is in P,. 
(Production (la) allows G, to simulate G. Production (lb) allows G, to have 
derivations r’ a* E if < is in VL U V, and {’ a* c if c is in V, .) 
(2) Suppose y + uwu is in P, with w in V,U (c}. 
(a) If y is in F, then y’ + Li+,clrcy,, (UW>Ri(U) and ~‘jLj(u>Rj-~rc~,l(Wu) 
are in P, for all 1 < i < ( w(v)1 and 1 v(u)1 <j < I w(u)(. 
(Since y is in F, each derivation u’ a* u’y’u’ in G, will only have U’ ** E and 
u’ +* E. This will correspond to a derivation in G in which an initial subword and 
final subword have been erased, the Z-length of the final subword minus the Z-length 
of the initial subword being I i&)1. Thus, in words derivable from y’ a longer initial 
subword than final subword must be erased to maintain the balance.) 
(b) If y is in Z, then y’ + Li(u) RitlcUCvJ,(wu) and y’ -+ Lj-,oI(v),(uw) Rj(u) 
are in P,. 
(This is analogous to (2a).) 
(3) Suppose r + w is in P and 1 < i Q ( w(<)l . 
(a) If < is in F U V,, then i(<) + Li(w) is in P, . 
(b) If < is in ZU V,, then (<)i + R,(w) is in P,. 
(Type 3 rules pass along the information about the lengths of the subwords to be 
erased.) 
Intuitively, if u ** U<U is a derivation in G, with r in Vc, then u’ ** h(u) c’h(b) 
will be a derivation in G,, with h(u) and h(u) only able to derive E in G,. A 
production of type 2 can now be applied to c$!‘, this production indicating where the 
erasing should terminate. Type 3 productions keep track of what remains to be 
erased, so that the ultimate word w obtained will have the requisite form. 
Obviously, G, is a c-special interpretation of G. We omit a formal justification that 
L(G,) is the desired set. I 
COROLLARY. Let G be a grammar such that L(G) E (~Yu r)* c(.?i u r)* is r- 
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balanced. Then there is a c-special interpretation G’ of G such that 
L(Q) =w,(L(G)). 
Proof: By Lemma 4.2, there exists a c-special interpretation G, of G such that 
L(G,) = p,(L(G)). By Lemma 4.2 again, there is a c-special interpretation G’ of G, 
such that L(G’) = p,(L(G,)) =p,@,(L(G))). i 
Given languages L i , L,, and L, we now define two special languages. One of them 
is the important T(L, , L,, L3) mentioned at the beginning of the section. 
Notation. Given nonempty languages L,, L,, L,, each Li c Z*, and new 
symbols a, b, c, let 
and 
&,L,= {c)U u L,x,L, *.*x,L,cL3x, *** L,x,L, 
fl>O 
xiinlo,bl 
T(L,,Lz, LA = S,,,&,). 
Note that SL,,Ll 
We next 
is {a, b}-balanced and pzp,(SL,,L,) = SL!,L1. 
show that T(L, , L,, LJ is additively prime 6 L, is additively prime. This 
fact will be used in the proof of the main result of the section. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I6 A and C be arbitrary languages and B additively prime. Then 
T(A, B, C) is additively prime. 
Proof: Assume T(A, B, C) = L(G’) U L(G”). It suffices to show that T(A, B, C) 
is in either g(G’) or g(G”). By Lemma 4.1 (since L(G’) s T(A, B, C)), there is a 
finite sequence G; ,..., G; of grammars in .!Y(G’) with the following properties: 
(1’) L(G’) E U;zl L(G;) c T(A, B, C). 
(2’) For each i, there exist S; c S,,, and Lf E B such that L(G;) = S;(Lf). 
(3’) If, for some i, G is a c-special interpretation of (G,!& and G is an inter- 
pretation of (G;)M, with L(6) containing no occurrence of c or d, then L(G) (L(6)) 
is in ip(G’). 
Similarly, there is a finite sequence G;‘,..., GL of grammars in Y(G”) with the 
following properties: 
(1”) L(G”)EUJ’=~L(G,~‘)~T(A,B,C). 
(2”) For each j there exist Sj’ z S, ,c and Lj’ G B such that L(Gy) = Sj’(Lj’). 
(3”) If, for somej, G is a c-special interpretation of (Gjll)E and d is an inter- 
pretation of (G;)M, with L(6) containing no occurrence of c or d, then L(G) (L(d)) 
is in P(G”). 
I6 To simplify the notation, we use A, B, and C here instead of L,, L,, and L,. 
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Now T(A, B, C) is {a, b}-balanced, so that each L(GI) is {a, b}-balanced. From the 
definition of T(A, B, C), it thus follows that each L(GI), is {a, b}-balanced. By the 
corollary to Lemma 4.2, there are c-special interpretations G, ,..., G, of (cl&,..., 
(GA),, respectively, such=that k((G,) = pIpl(L((G$J) for each i. Similarly, therg are 
c-special interpretations G, ,..., G,,, of (GF)E ,..., (Gz)E, respectively, such that L(G,) = 
;nsf((Gy),)) for each j. Since Z,((G;),) and_ L((G,“),)= are both contained 
A,C and P2dSA,C) = sA,cT it follows that L(G,) and L(G,) are both contained 
in sA,, for i = l,..., n and j = l,..., m. 
We now note that 
T(A, B, C) = fi L(G,)(L((GI),))U 6 L(‘j)(L((G,!‘),t,))* (*) 
i=l j=l 
For L(G’) c UY=, L(G;) c Ui”=, L((G;),)(L((Gi),)) G Ui”=, L(~JW((G:).+,)), 
Similarly, L(G”) E Ujm=l L(gj)(L((G;‘),,,)). Thus T(A, B, C) = L(G’) U L(G”) s 
Ui”= 1 L(~i)(L((GI),)) U Uj”= 1 L(~jW((G,“l,))* C onsider the reverse containment. 
For each i, since L(G!) = S;(L,) with S,! G S,,, and Li c B, it follows that Sl = 
L((GI),) and Li = L((GI),+,)- Then L(ci) =P~PI(L((G!),)) G &PI(SA,C) = SA,c. 
Therefore L(G))(L(G;),) c SA,g(B) = T(A, B, C). Hence Uy= 1 L(Gi)(L((GI),)) s 
T(A, B, C). Similarly, UT= 1 L(G,)(L((G,“),)) E 7’(A, B, C). Combining, we get the 
reverse containment and thus (*). 
For simplicity, write (*) as 
T’(A, B, C) = fi S,(L,). (**I 
i=l 
Note that pzp,(Si) = Si for each i. We now show that given an equality of type (**), 
with p2pI(Si) = Si for each i, we may assume that Si = S,,, for each i. To see this it 
suffices to show that if S,., # S,,, for some i’, say i’ = 1, then T(A, B, C) = 
Ui,, S,(L,). Since S, # SA,c, there is a word ucu in S,,,-S,. Since p,(S,) = 
p2p2p1(S1) = p2p,(SI), uaS,,,av n S, = 0. (Otherwise, there exists a word 
uuy,cy,au in S,, with y1cy2 in S,+,. Then uczt is in p,(S,) = S,, a contradiction.) 
Then uaS ,.,av(B) n S,(L,) = 0. From (*+), we get 
uaS~,,au(B) g S,,,(B) = fi Si(Li)T 
i=l 
so that 
UUSA*,UU(B) 5 lJ Si(L,). (***I 
i>l 
Applying p2p1 to both sides of (***), we get &‘h B, c> = s,,,(B) C 
Ui,, S,(L,) c T(A, B, C), whence T(A, B, C) = Ui, 1 S,(L,). Thus, in (**), we may 
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assume th_at Si = S,,, for each i. In other words, let Z = {i/L(Gi) = S,,,} and 
J= {j/L(G,) = S,,,}. Then 
Hence, 
B = u L((GIh)” u JWG,“M 
iinl jinJ 
Since B is additively prime, it follows from Remark 3 preceding Lemma 2.1 that 
either there is i, in Z such that B is in .Y((G$,,) or there is j, in J such that B is in 
Y((G;;),). Suppose the first alternative holds, a similar argument applying in the 
second. Since B is in Y@G6JM) and GiO is a c-special interpretation of (G;O)E, it 
follows from (3’) that L(G,,)(B) is in P(G’). But i, is in Z, so L(G,,) = S,,(.. Thus 
L(ciO)(B) = S,,,(B) = ?“(A, B, C). Therefore T(A, B, C) is in 4P(G’). 1 
Our last preliminary result is one which gives a sufficiency condition for an 
additively prime language to be prime. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose L E I;* is additively prime, c and d are distinct symbols not 
in C, and U,E, CiLdj is in p(L). Then L is prime. 
Proof: Assume L is in 9, 0 ip, with 9, and Pz grammatical families and L not 
in 9, u Yz. As in Lemma 2.1, we may assume L is infinite and 9, 0 -U; is a full 
semiAFL containing L. Then lJ;i &Ldj is in p(L) cY, 0 iv?. Hence 
(Jj,,i C’Ldj = Uy=, LIL,“, where n > 1, Lf is a nonempty language in Pi and L,!’ is a 
nonempty language in Pz, i= l,..., n. Let Z= {i/L: ~c+Z*d+}, J= {i/L,!’ s 
c+C*d+}, and K = {i/L; E cfZ*, Lf’ z Z*d+ }. Then {Z,.Z, K} is a partition of 
1 l,..., n ). Define the homomorphism n from (C U {c, d})* into z* by n(a) = a for all 
a in .X and X(C) = n(d) = E. 
Let L, = Uiinl 7c(L;) and L, = lJiinJ 7c(Lr). Clearly, Lj is in 5$:, j = 1, 2. Thus 
LfL, and L#L,, so that L, $ L and L, 5 L. Since L is additively prime 
L # L, U L,. Hence L, U L, !q L, so there is a word u in L - (L I U L,). Then 
lJj.+, c’udj s lJii,, LiL[. Let j be an arbitrary integer in K. Since L,f z c+C*, 
L!‘cZ*d’, and Lj’Lj’z Uia, ciC*di, there exists an integer mj such that L; g 
c’j.X* and Ly z Z*d”j. Thus there are finite sets F s cf and G ?Y dt such that lJi,, 
c’ud’ E UiinK Ll Ly E FC*G, a contradiction. 1 
We are now ready for our result on the g operator. , 
PROPOSITION D. d(YI, p2, ip3) is prime for all nontrivial grammatical families 
9, and ik; and additive prime ik;. 
ProoJ: If U; = go, then g(P, , gz, Pj) = PB and is thus prime. Suppose 
Yz #Pi. It is shown in [3] that &?(4k;, 9*, P3,) = a(%, Pn,, Yj) = g-(x, 9, 4*;). 
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Since 9 is additively prime, we may assume that Pz is nontrivial. Since Yr, Pz, and 
Pj are nontrivial, they are full principal semiAFL. Hence there exist nonempty 
LJ c ZT, L, g CF, and L, c .Z:, with Zi n Zj = 0 for i # j, such that 2?‘(L,) = z, 
.Y(L,) = 9*, and .!?(L,) = 4p,. It is proved in Appendix 2 that T(L 1, L,, L,) is a 
full semiAFL generator for d(ip, , ip2, PI). Since Pz is additively prime, so is L,. 
Then T(L,, L,, L3) is additively prime by Lemma 4.3. Now K(iG;, Yz, ik;) is a 
family which contains lJz I C’Ldj for each language L E C* in K(4v,, Yz, x3) and 
symbols c, d not in Z. (For let L = z(L(G,)), where G, is the split linear grammar 
G, = (V, , Cl, P,, ci), ,IY; = A U C U B, and tr is a substitution on Cl * such that 
r,(x) is in 9, for all x in A, r,(x) is in 5$ for all x in B, and r,(x) is in Pz for all x in 
C. Let G, = (V, U (a,, u3, c, d}, C; u {c, d}, P,, uJ, where (T*, cj are new variables 
and P, = P, U {a, + cu3, u3 -+ u,d, uj + a,d}. Let t2 be the substitution on 
(Z; u {c, d})* defined by r*(x) = r,(x) for all x in Z;, r*(c) = (c}, and r,(d) = (d}. 
Then G, is a split linear grammar, rz(x) is in g for all x in C, and s,(L(G,)) = 
Uz 1 C’Ld’. Hence l-l? i C’Ldj is in 6(4v,, Yz, PI).) Thus 7’(L,, L,, L,) is prime by 
Lemma 4.4. Therefore &?(P,, Yzz, Pj) is prime. n 
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION E 
We now establish the last of the live propositions mentioned in Section 1. 
PROPOSITION E. Suppose 9, ,..., 9f are n > 1 primes and 9, # YD and p2 # 0 
are grammatical families. If 9, 0 a. - 0 Yn c 4p, 0 Y2, then for some j, 0 <j < n, 
9,Q.--a$sP, andq+,a.-.a,Ya:,Pi/:. 
ProoJ Since 9, # Ym and Yz # YD,, 3 # FB for each i. Since PC’, 9 = 
9 0 PC = 9 for each grammatical family 9, and 9& 0 9 = 40 0 Pa, = ip for 
each grammatical family 9 not Pm and not YE, we may assume each 3 is nontrivial. 
Then for each i, there exists Li # 0 such that p(L,) = 3. Let c, ,..., c,- I be new 
symbols, and let c,, = E. We shall use the following readily verified fact (proof left to 
the reader): 
Let Pi and YP; be full principal semiAFL, with p(L;) = pi, 
.p(L;) = Y;, and L{ L; # 0. Then 9; 0 .P; is a full principal semiAFL 
and p(Li CL;) = PpI 0 YP;, c a new symbol. (*I 
By (*), .F?(L,c,L, ..- cjelLj) = 9r 0 . . . 0 4 and p(cjLj+, ... c,-,L,) = 
Lp(Lj+ 1 “’ C,-1 L,)Fq+,D a*- QYn f or each j, 0 <jf n, where by convention 
LlC,L2 -a. cj-,Lj= {E} and 9i 0 ..a oYj=9 if j=O, and Lj+, ..- cn-,L.= 
cjLj+l **’ c,-l L,= {E} and 9,.+, 0 .a* 0 9” = 9 if j = n. It suffices to prove that 
L,c,L, *** c,-,L, is in 4p, and c.Lj+, .a- c,,-~ L, is in Y1 for some j, 0 <j < n. (For 
then 2?(L,c,L2 *a- cj-lLj)c--~(~~)=ipl 
c,-, L,) G P(Yz) = 91.) 
and q+, 0 *** ~S,=9ycjLj+, ... 
Since 9(L,c,L2 ..- c,-, L,)=~~~o-~~O~~ik;~_4k;, L,clLz...cn-,L, is 
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in 9, 0 9?. Hence L,c,L, a.. c,-~ L, = u:=i L;L; for some nonempty L; in Pi 
and L[ in Pz, 1 < k < p. For each k it is readily seen that there exists k’, 0 < k’ < II, 
such that L;cL,c, .*. L,,c,,M,, and L[zN,,c,,,, . . . cn-,L,, with M,<N,,E 
L k,+ 1. (For let K = {i/O < i < n - 1, wlbiwz in Lk, there exist w2 in Z* and w1 in 
(CU {cj/l <j < it - l})*}. Clearly, K consists of a single element, call it k’. Let 
Mk, = {w, in Z*/w,c,,w, in L; for some w,} and Nkr = {w; in .Z*/w;c,<+, ws in L[ 
for some w;}. Then k’, Mk,, and Nk, have the desired properties.) By the corollary to 
Lemma 3.1, for each k having k’ > 0 there is a finite sequence (G:l,..., 
G:,,,, J,..., (6 ,..., G:<v+ ,,I of g rammars with the following properties: 
(1) L; E tJ;=, L(GfJ cl ... ck,L(GfC,,+,,) E L,c, ... q<M,,. 
(2) Suppose for some i there exist G;,..., GA,, such that Gj is in Y(G$) for 
each j and no cI (1 < I < k’) occurs in any word of U;l:‘L(G,‘). Then 
L(G;) cl a.1 ckfL(GL,+,) is in 9,. In particular, each L(Gfl) is in Pi. 
The same result holds if k’ = 0. (For let ik; = P(G), r = 1, and G:, in <Y’(G) such 
that L(G:,) = L;.) Similarly, there is a finite sequence (Gi,,,, I),..., Gf,),..., 
(q,,, I),“‘, @,J of grammars with the following properties: 
(3) L~c:U~=,L(~~~k,+l))~k,+l...~n~IL(~ik,)~Nk,~k,+lLk,+Z...~,_,L,. 
(4) Suppose for some j there exist G{,+,,..., G; such that G; is in ~V’(G~~) for 
each t and no c,(k’ + 1 < I < n - I) occurs in any word of lJy=,,+ 1 L(GF). Then 
L(G~~+,)c,~+, ... c+,L(G;) is in Yz. 
Thus, 
. . . c “-AqJ 
GL,C, *.*c~~L,,+,ck’+, *** C”-,L”. 
Summing over k, we see that: 
(5) L,c, *** C”-, L,, = U:=, M,,c,MZa .a. cn-,Mna, 
where, for each a, there exists a’, 0 < a’ < n, and grammars Gy,..., GE,, Gz ,, 
-a G a,+ I ,..., G; such that 
Ml,c, ... c,-, Mm = L(G3 cl ... c,,_,L(Gz,) L(@) c,, ... c,p,L(G;). 
Furthermore, if L i ,..., Lk, are in M(G$..,Y’(Gz,), respectively, and contain no 
c,(l < I< n - l), then Lit, ... c,,-,LA, is in 9i; and if L;, ,..., L; are in 9(Gz,) ,..., 
.Y(GE), respectively, and contain no c,( 1 < I < n - l), then L;,c,, . . . c,-, Li is in 
4p,* 
To complete the proof of the lemma, it suffices to show there exists a such that 
either : 
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(6) L,,...,La,-,, Lsa, are in Y(Gy) ,..., .P(Gz,), respectively, and L,,, ,,..., L, 
are in .P(Gbf,+ ,),..., Y(Gz), respectively (in which case L, c, . *a c,, _, L, I is in 9, 
and cnlL,,+, .*a c,-,L, = {E} c,,L,,+, ... c,-, L, is in Y2, since {s} is in P(Gz,)); 
or 
(7) L ,,..., L,,-, are in Y(GP) ,..., 4P(G;,-,), respectively, and L,,, 
L a,+, ,..., L, are in 9(&,) ,..., Y(&), respectively (in which case L , c, ... 
L ,,-,c,,-,{E} is in 9, and L,,c,, ... c,-,L, is in Ip,, so that L,c, ... L,,-, is in 9, 
and c,,_,L,, .-e c,-,L, is in Y2). 
Assume there is no such a. For each i, 1 < i < n, let 
Ji = (a/i < a’ and Li is not in .V(GP)} 
U {a/a’ < i and Li is not in P(Gp)} 
U {a/a’ = i and Li is neither in .Y(GP) nor .P(cp)}. 
By our assumption that there is no such a, uf= ,Ji = { l,..., N). Consider the case 
i = 1. For each a in J, for which a’ = 1, L, is neither in .Y(Gy) nor in P(Gfl), and 
thus not in Y(GB) 0 P(G;l) ( since L, is prime). Since L, is also additively prime, it 
follows that L, is not in 
l<a’,ainJ, n’< I,ainJ, 
@ @ iP(GP) @f(&). 
a’= I,ainJ, 
Now UainJ, M,, is in Y(1). Thus L, # UuinJ, M,,. By (5), UainJ, M,, 5 L,- Hence 
there exists a word U, in L, - UainJ, M,,. Similarly, for i = 2,..., n there exists a 
word ui in Li - UoinJi M,,. Then u,c, ..a c,-,u, is a word in L,c, a.. c,-,L, - 
u:=, MhClMZa *** C”-lMfla* (Otherwise, there exists /.I such that U, c, *** c,-, U, is 
in Mlqc, .** C,_,M”fi. Let i be such that p is in Ji. Then Ui is in M, E Ua,nJiM,a, a 
contradiction.) This contradicts (5). Hence (6) or (7) holds. 1 
APPENDIX 1 
We now present the proof of Lemma 4.1. Let G = (V, Z U {c, d}, P, a). Clearly, we 
may assume that G is reduced. Suppose 
p,:y,-*u,y,v,;** ; pk:Yk+UkCUk; 
(k > 0, 12 0) are productions in P with the following properties: 
(a) y, = c if and only if k = 0; 
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(b) vi = d if and only if I= 0; and 
(c) yi # yj for i #j and vi # vI for i # j. 
Furthermore, suppose J is a subset of {l,..., k} and J’ is a subset of {l,..., I}. Then 
pQ,-,pk, J, ql,..., 41, J’ is called an admissible sequence in this proof. Obviously, 
there are only a finite number of admissible sequences. 
Let p ,,wE)k, J, 41v.v 41, J’ be an admissible sequence as above. If i is in J 
(resp. J’) let +T (resp. =z- T’) be the relation a’, and if i is in {l,..., k} -J (resp. 
{l,..., I} -J’) let *T (resp. * T’ ) be the relation denoting a derivation a+ in G 
involving no production with an occurrence of a variable in {y, ,..., yi- i } 
(resp. {vi ,..., vi-Ilk Let LPO ,..*, Pk.J.4 I,..., 4,.5’ be the set of all words w in Z*cZ*dC* 
for which there exists a derivation formed by composing (in the order given) exactly 
one derivation from each of the following kind (where x,,, y, ,..., xk, y,, f,, v, ,..., X,, 
9, are in (V,UZ)*): 
* u ** x,&y, by productions whose left side is in I’,,,; p,,; y1 =x1 x, y1 yI; p,; 
Y2- 2* x2y2 y,;...; pk; vi *:’ Xiv, 7,; q,; v2 3:’ X2v2 Y;;...; q,; a derivation using 
only variables in V,,. 
Then L(G) is the union of the finite number of different LPO ,..., Pk,J,P ,.... ,4,,J,. It thus 
suffices to show that for each Lpo ,,.., Pk,J,q ,,..., 9 ,,,,, there is a reduced grammar G’ in 
P(G) with the following properties: 
(1’) L pg ,..., pk,J,q ,,..., q,.J’ sL(G’) s S(L). 
(2’) There exists S’ ES and L’ EL such that L(G’) = S’(L’). More 








v in Z*/yi $ ziyiv for some ri in 2Y , I I 
A; = 
I 






Define Ai= {&}=Bi if i is in J, A;= {E}=B; if j is in J’, and C= {(u,v) in 
.r* x .z*/o *G* u&v}. Let 
and 
S’ = {uu,,A,u,A, . . . A,u,cv;B;U,-, a.. 17,B~v,v/(u, v) in C} 
L’ = v,B, ... B,v,B, woA;zi,A; e-n A;&. 
Then S’ c S, L’ G L, and L(G’) = S’(L’). 
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(3 ‘) If G, is a c-special interpretation of GA and G, is an interpretation of CL, 
with L(G,) containing no occurrence of d and L(G,) containing no occurrence of c or 
d, then L(G,) (L(G,)) is in Y(G). 
LetP,,...,P,, J, 41,-, 41, J’ be an admissible sequence, with notation as above. We 
begin with the definition of G’. For each < in V, let <’ be a new variable. For each 6 
in V, (resp. VJ and each i, 1 < i < k (resp. j, 1 <j < I) let L,(r), Ri(r) (resp. L,(c), 
Rj(<)) be new variables. (Intuitively, L,(c) (resp. Rj(<)) derives the right part of words 
to the left of c (resp. the left part of words to the right of d) and Ri(r) (resp. Lj(<)) 
the left (resp. right) part of words between c and d. The variables r’ only derive E.) 
Let ,U be the substitution on Y* defined by p(r) = {<} for all r in Vc,d, p(c) = {r, r’} 
for all { in V,, p(r) = {Li(r), R,(r)/1 < i< k} for all t in V,, ,u(() = {L,(r), 
Rj(c)/l <j < 1) for all l in Vd, p(a) = {a, E) for all a in Z, ,u(c) = {c}, and p(d) = {d}. 
Let h be the homomorphism on (V, U Z)* defined by h(r) = <’ for all < in V, and 
h(a) = E for all a in C. Consider the grammar G’ = (V’, CU {c, d}, P’, a), where 
~‘=(V-(V,UV,))U{~‘/~inVo}U{Li(~),Ri(~>/~in V,, l<i<kJ 
U ILj(O, Rj(t)/t in vd, 1 <j < 4 
and P’ consists of the following productions: 
(1) If r-, w is in P, with r in V,,, and w in (V,UC)* Vc,d(VOUC)*r then 
<- w in in P’. 
Production (1) derives the left part of words to the left of c and the right part of 
words to the right of d.) 
(2) to + u~~w~/?u~ is in P’, where a = L,(y,) if y1 is in V, and 01 = c if y1 = c, 
and /3 = L,(v,) if V, is in V, and /? = d if v1 = d. 
(Production (2) prepares to derive the words immediately to the (a) left and right of 
c, and (b) left and right of d.) 
(3) Suppose <--+ z, 62, is in P and i is in { l,..., k} -J (resp. { l,..., I} -J’) such 
that c and 6 are both in V,-{ri ,..., yi- 1} (resp. V, - {vl ,..., vi- ,}). Then Li(c) --+ 
ZILi(S) h(z,) and Ri(r) + h(z,) Ri(6) z2 are in P’. 
(Since h(z,) and h(zJ only derive E, Li(<) derives the right part of the word to the left 
of c (resp. d) and R,(r) the left part of the word to the right of c (resp. d).) 
(4a) If i is in {I,..., k} -J and [-+ z1yiz2 is in P, with c in V, - {ri ,..., yipI}, 
then L,(r) -+ zlRi(ri) h(z,) is in P’. 
(b) If j is in {l,..., ,} -J’ and r-+ z,vjzz is in P, with < in 
V,, - {vi ,..., vj- i}, then Lj(<) + z,Rj(vj) h(zJ is in P’. 
(Production (4a) transfers the derivation from the left of c to the right of c, and (4b) 
does the same for d.) 
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(5a) For all i in {I,..., k - 1) -J, Ri(ri) -+ uiLi+ i(yi+ ,) vi is in P’. 
(b) For all i in J- {k}, Li(yi) + uiLi+,(yi+,) ui is in P’. 
(c) For all j in {l,..., I- 1) -J’, Rj(vj) + zTjLj+,(vj+,) Oj is in P’. 
(d) For all j in J’ - {1}, Lj(vj) + zijLj+ ,(vj+ ,) zTj is in P’. 
(Productions (5a, b) simulate pi, 1 < i < k - 1, while (5c, d) simulate qj, 
l<j<l-1.) 
(6a) If k is not in J, then R&,J -+ ukcvk is in P’. 
(b) If k is in J, then L&J+ ukcvk is in P’. 
(c) If I is not in J’, then R,(v,) -+ U;dU; is in P’. 
(d) If 1 is in J’, then L,(v,)-+ U;diT, is in P’. 
(Productions (6a, b) simulate pk, while (6c, d) simulate q,.) 
(7) If { + w is in P, with < in V,, then <-+ w and r’ --f h(w) are in P’. 
(For < in V,, < in G’ simulates r in G, while <’ only derives E.) 
Clearly, (u, G’) is in Y(G). (G’ may be assumed reduced just as G was.) It 
remains to show that G’ satisfies (1’), (2’), and (3’). From the shape of the 
productions in P’, we see that the production Li(yi) + z~~L~+~(y~+,) vi (or Lk(yk) -+ 
ukcvk) is used in some derivation in P’ if and only if i is in J (or k is in J). Similarly, 
the production Lj(uj) + tijLj+ ,(vj+ 1) zTj (or L,(v,) -+ U;dV; is used if and only if j is in 
J’ (or I is in J’). Furthermore, if i is in { l,..., k) -J (j in { l,..., I) -Jr), then 





({(~,v)inE* Xz*/Lj(vj)$ uRj(vj)v} =A; XBj, where 
A; = {uinZ*/v,$uvjBforsome~inZ*} 
J 
and 
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Define Ai={s}=Bi if i is in J, Aj={s)=Bj ifj is in J’, and C={(U,V) in 
C* x C*/a=x,* utou}. Let 
S’= {uuoA,u,A2 ~~~A,u,cv;B;iT-, . . . 8,B;v,u/(u,v)inC} 
and 
L’ = v$j, . . . B,u,B w A’ii A’ a.. A;&. 1 0 11 2 
Then L(G’) = S’(L’), S’ ‘S S, L’ EL, and Lpo ,..., Pk,J,9 ,...., ,,,,J, 5 L(G’). Thus (1’) and 
(2’) hold. 
Consider (3’). The argument here is quite extensive. Recall that G’ = (V’, 2IU {c, 
d), P’, a), where 
and P’ consists of the productions in (1 b(7). Then, by definition, CL = 
(V;,ZU {c},P;,o), where 
VA= Vc,dU ((V,U {c)) X (V,U {d}))U VoU {<‘/<in V,) ULU {c) 
and PL consists of the following productions: 
(lE) If r-+ Z&V is in P, with < and 6 in Vc,,, then {-+ USV is in P;. 
(U to-) u,(a,P> o. is in PL, where a = L,(y,) if yi is in V, and a = c if y, = c, 
andP=L,(V,)ifv, isin V,andp=difv,=d. 
(3E) In the following, rl denotes an arbitrary element of vdU {d}. 
(a) Suppose <- z,6z, is in P and i is in {l,..., k) -J, with < and 6 both in 
v, - {YI Y..., JJi-I}* Then 
(Li(03 V) + z,(Ll(6)v S> and (Ri(T)9 ?I --) h(zl)(Ri(s)9 VI 
are in PA. 
(b) If i is in {l,..., k} -J and <- zIyiz2 is in P, with c in 
vc- Ir ,,..., Yi- 1}, then (L,(t), VI+ Z,(Ri(Yi)v V) is in Ph. 
(c) (R,(y,), r,r) + uk(LI+ i(yi+ i), a) is in P; for all i in {l,..., k - 1) -J. 
(d) (Li(yi), r)+ u,(L,+,(yi+,), q) is in PL for all i in J- {k). 
(e) If k is not in J, then (R&J, V) + Q(C, II) is in PL. 
(f) If k is in J, then (Lk(yk), q) + uk(c, v) is in PL. 
(4E) In the following, q denotes an arbitrary element of v, U {c}. 
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(a) Suppose <+ z,6z, is in P and j is in {l,..., I} -J’, with < and 6 both 
in Vd - (v ,,..., vi-,}. Then 
(rl3 Lj(t3) + (V9 Lj(s)> h(Z*) and (rl9 Rj(C3) --) (VT Rj(S)) ‘2 
are in PL. 
(b) If j is in ’ {l,..., I} -J’ and <-+ z,vjzz is in P, with r in 
vlf- {v 1 y-ay Vj- I}, then (v, L,(t)) + (II, Rj(Vj)) &2) is in PL. 
(c) (q, Rj(vj))+ (?I,L~+,(v~+~)) Oj is in P; for all j in {l,..., I- I} -.J’. 
(d) (q, Lj(vj))-+ (r, Lj+,(vj+l)) Cj is in PL for all j in J’ - (I}. 
(e) If 1 is not in J’, then (a, R,(v,)) + (q, d) Y; is in Pk. 
(f) If I is in J’, then (q, L,(v,)) + (q, d) ~7, is in PL. 
(SE) If <-+ w is in P, with c in V,,, then c--t w and <’ + h(w) are in Ph. 
(6E) (c, d) + c is in Pk. 
Also, by definition, Gk = (V’ - (c, d}, EC, P&, a), where Pk consists of the 
following productions: 
( lM) If r-+ z&u is in P, with r and 6 in Vc,d, then <-+ 6 is in Ph. 
&A to + U4 wJ&l) is in Ph if y, is in V, and vI is in V,. 
(b) &, + w,,L,(v,) is in Ph if yi = c and v1 is in Vd. 
(c) <,, -+ L,(y,) wO is in Ph if y1 is in V, and v, = d. 
(d) & -+ w,, is in Ph if y1 = c and v, = d. 
(3,a) Suppose <-+ z, 62, is in P, i is in {l,..., k} -J, and r and 6 are both in 
v, - {r, ,**-, yi-l}* Then 
are in Ph. 
Li(O + Li(6) h(z*) and Ri(O + Ri(6) ‘2 
(b) If i is in {I,..., k} -J and <-+ z1 yizz is in P, with r in 
vc- IY , ,..., yi- 1}, then L,(r) + Ri(ri) h(z,) is in Ph. 
(c) Ri(yi) -4 Li+ I(yi+ 1) ui is in P; for all i in {l,..., k} -J. 
(d) L,(r,)-+ Li+,(yi+,) ui is in Ph for all i in J- {k}. 
(e) If k is not in J, then R,(y,)-+ vk is in Ph. 
(f) If k is in J, then L&,J + vk is in Ph. 
(4,a) Suppose r- z,6z2 is in P, j is in {l,..., I) -J’, and r and 6 are both in 
Vd-- (v, ,..., v~-~}. Then 
are in Ph. 
Li(C3 + zlLi(s) and 
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(b) If j is in { l,..., 1} -J’ and r- z, vjz2 is in P, with r in 
V, - {v, ,..., vj- i}, then Lj(<) + z1 Rj(vj) is in Pz. 
(c) Rj(vj) + zijLj+ ,(vj+ i) is in P& for all j in {I,..., l- 1) -J’. 
(d) Lj(vj)+ tijLj+,(vj+,) is in Ph for allj in J’ - {I}. 
(e) If I is not in J’, then R,(v,) + U, is in Ph. 
(f) If I is in J’, then L,(v,) -+ 21, is in Ph. 
(5,) If c + w is in P, with c in V,, then r + w and r’ + h(w) are in Ph. 
Now assume ‘@i, G, = (Vi, Z, U {c}, P, , al)) is a c-special interpretation of GL. 
and &, G, = (V,, C,, P,, az) is an interpretation of G&, with L(G,) = S” & Z~cC~, 
L(G,) = L” s Z:, and c, d not in C,, Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
V, - (Z, U {c}), V, - Xc,, and* V’ - (Z U {c, d}) are pairwise disjoint. We may also 
assume that V, is the disjoint union of V,, v, and VR, where r is in V,, v, VR resp. if 
and only if there is a derivation (I +z ucwdv, with r occurring in U, w, U, respectively. 
We shall construct an interpretation @“‘, G”’ = (V”‘, Z, u {c, d}, P”‘, CT,) of G such 
that L(G”‘) = S”(L”1, thereby establishing (3’). 
For each x in ,u~(V, x (V,U {d})) an d each y in p2(vC), let L(x, y) and R(x, y) be 
new symbols. (Intuitively, L(x, y) will simulate x while remembering y and R(x, y) 
will simulate y while remembering x. In neither case will the second component of the 
ordered pair from which x comes via ,D, be of interest.) Similarly, for each x’ in 
,u~(F~) and y’ in ,~,((v, U {c}) x v,), let L/(x’, y’) and R/(x’, y’) be new symbols. 
(Intuitively, L/(x’, y’) will simulate x’ while remembering y’ and R/(x’, y’) will 
simulate y’ while remembering x’. In neither case will the first component of the 
ordered pair from which y’ comes via ,~i be of interest). Let 
v= {L(x,y),R(x,y)/xin~,,(V, x C~,U Vl)),yind~,)l 
u {L/(x’, y’), R’(x’, y/)/x’ iniu,(v,), y’ in 
PdK u ICI) x m 
Let ,u”’ be the substitution on V* defined by 
~“‘(8 =P,(<) for 4 in Vc,d, 
P’“(t) = Mx, Y)l x in ~~C.44 x CrdU VI)), Y in P~(~,>I 
u {R(x,Y)/x in P,<V, x <rdU {4)), Y in w(l)l 
for 
each r in V,, 
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P’(t) = {L’@‘,Y’)/x in ~~cl(tl Y’ in cll(Pc U {cl) x pd,>l 
u {R’(x’,y’)/x’ inlu,(V,),.f inlu,((v,u {cl> XA<>>l 
for each 5 in I’,, 
~“‘(0 =k(O u W/r in ~~(01 for < in V,UV,, 
~‘“(0 =,+(O u (V/r in P~K)~ for { in 7, 
ill’“@> =P,P(a)ul%Pu(a)u {&I for all a in Z, 
P”‘(C) = {cl, and p”‘(d) = {d}. 
(Note that for < in V, or Vd the definition of p”‘(r) involves L(x, y), R(x, y), 
L’(x’, y’), and R’(x’, y’) in the manner specified in the parenthetical comments 
above.) Let h be the homomorphism on (Z U V,)* defined by h(a) = E for a in Z and 
h(r) = <’ for c in V,. Let P”’ consist of the following productions: 
(1”‘) If r -+ uk is in P, , with q and 1 in P,( VC+J, then q --) ulv is in P”‘. 
(These productions repeat productions in G, obtained via ,u, from productions of type 
(1E)‘) 
(2”‘) Suppose 6 -+ uxv is in P, corresponding to the production in (2,). 
(a) If y, is in V,, V, is in Vd, and q + y, wy2 is in P, corresponding to the 
production of (2,,a), then P”’ contains 
6-‘UL(X,Y,)WL’(Y,,X)V. 
(b) If y, = c, V, is in I’,,, and q + wy is in P, corresponding to the 
production of (2,,,b), then P” contains 
6+ucwL’(y,x)v. 
(c) If y, is in V,, vi = d, and q -+yw is in P, corresponding to the 
production of (2Mc), then P”’ contains 
6 + uL(x, y) wdu. 
(d) If y1 = c, v, = d, and q + w is in P, corresponding to the production of 
(2,d), then P”’ contains 
6 --) ucwdv. 
(The productions in (2”‘) combine the productions in G, coming from (2E) with the 
productions in G, coming from (2M) to obtain productions in ,&“(p,,). The effect of 
using type (1”‘) and (2”‘) productions is as follows: Suppose uI *$, rixz? by 
productions corresponding to type ( lE) and (2E) productions, where x is in ~,(a, p), 
and uz =>& y, Cy, by productions corresponding to type ( lM) and (2,a) productions. 
Then ui a:,,, u’L(x,y,) $L’(y,, x) fi by type (1”‘) and (2”) productions, where 
511/24/3-8 
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L(x, yi) keeps track of Q and yi and L’(y,, x) keeps track of y, and p. Similar 
statements hold for productions of types (2,b-d)). 
(3”‘a) Suppose p: c--+ z, 62, is in P and i is in (l,..., k} -J, with < and 6 both 
in V, - {Y, ,..., Yi- I 1. 
(i) For every production xi -+ ~2~ in P, corresponding to a 
production of (3,a) in ,uul(p) and for each y in pz(V,), P” contains 
w, 9 Y) + uw, 7 Y) &,). 
(ii) For every production y, -+yZ u in P, corresponding to a 
production of (3,a) in p*(p) and for each x in p,( vC X (vd U Id})), P”’ contains 
RCGY,) -+ 4,) WY,) 0. 
(b) Suppose i is in {l,..., k}-Jandp:r+z,y,z,isinP,with<in V,- 
(Y 1 3***9 Yi - I 1. 
(i) For every production x, -+ ux2 in P, corresponding to a 
production of (3,b) in ,ul(p) and for each y in pu,(Vc), P”’ contains 
L(x,,y)-+uL(x*,y)h(z,) and L(X,,Y)-,UR(X,,Y)h(Z,). 
(ii) For every production yL+yZ u in P, corresponding to a 
production of (3,b) in ,u2(p) and for all x in V, x (v, U (d)), P”’ contains 
WY,)-r 4,)WYY,) fJ* 
(The effect of productions of types (3”‘a and b)) is to simulate a derivation in G, or 
G, while remembering the other variable in the expression. In every case the resulting 
production is in ,u”‘(p).] 
(c) For i in { l,..., k - 1) -J, if x, -+ uxz is in P, corresponding to a 
production of (3,c), and y, -+y2u is in P, corresponding to a production of (3Mc), 
then P”’ contains 
(d) For i in J- {k}, if x1 -+ UX, is in P, corresponding to a production of 
(3,d), and y, +yZu is in P, corresponding to a production of (3,d), then P”’ 
contains 
(The effect of (3”‘~ and d) is to combine a production in G, coming from (3,~ and 
d), respectively, with a production in G, coming from (3,~ and d), respectively, to 
obtain a production in ,u”‘(p,), i < k.) 
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(e) If k is not in J, if x1 + zq is in P, corresponding to a production of 
(3,e), and y, + v is in P, corresponding to a production of (3,,,e), then P”’ contains 
(f) If k is in J, x1 -+ ux2 is in P, corresponding to a production of (3,f), 
and y, + v is in P, corresponding to a production of (3,f), then P”’ contains 
(The effect of (3”‘e and f) is to combine a production in G, coming from (3,e and f), 
respectively of (3E) with a production in G, coming from (3,e and f), respectively, to 
obtain a production in p”‘(p,J. Type (3”‘) productions only exist if k 2 1, and have 
the following effect: If x, a$, zix2 corresponding to type (3E) productions, where x1 is 
in ,u~(,u(~~) x {v}) and x2 is in ,u~(c, v) for some q in vdU (d), and if y, +z, v’ 
corresponding to type (3,) productions, where v’ contains no occurrence of a symbol 
in ,+(v,); then L(x,,y,) a:,,, u’cv’ by type (3”‘) productions.) 
(4”‘a) Suppose p: <-+ z, 62, is in P, j in {l,..., I} -J’, with < and 6 both in 
vd- iv 1 Y**Y vj- 11. 
(i) For every production xi -+ UX; of P, corresponding to a production of 
(4,a) in ,~*(p) and every y in p,((v,U {c}) X v,), P”’ contains 
L’(xi, y’) -+ uL’(x;) y’) II( 
(ii) For every production J.J; +y;v in P, corresponding to a 
production of (4Ea) in p,(p) and every x’ in ,LQ(~,), P”’ contains 
R’(x’,yi) + h(z,)R’(x’,y;) v. 
(b) Supposej is in {l,..., 1) -J’ and p: < + z, vjz2 is in P, with r in V, - 
IV 1 9***3 vj- I} * 
(i) For every production xi -+ u_X; of P, corresponding to a 
production of (4,b) in ,q(p) and every y’ in ,D,(( V, U {c}) x v,), P”’ contains 
L’(xl, Y’> -+ uL’(xS, Y’) h(q) and L’(xi, y’) -+ uR’(x;, y’) h(z,). 
(ii) For every production vi +_uiv in P, corresponding to a 
production of (4,b) in ,u,(p) and every x’ in ,u2(Vd), Pm contains 
R”‘(X’, y;) -+ h(z,)R’(x’,y;) v. 
(c) If j is in {l,..., I - 1) -J’, xi + UX~ is in P, corresponding to a 
production of (4,c), and JJ; -+ y; v is in P, corresponding to a production of (4,c), 
then P”’ contains 
R’(x;,y;)+ uL’(x;,y;) v. 
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(d) If j is J’ - {1}, xi -+ ux; is in P, corresponding to a production of 
(4,d), and y; +y;u is in P, corresponding to a production of (4,d), then P”’ 
contains 
L/(x;, y;> -+ uL’(xi, y;) u. 
(e) If I is not in J’, x’ -+ u is in P, corresponding to a production of 
(4,e), and y; + y;v is in P, corresponding to a production of (4Ee), then P”’ 
contains 
R’(x’, y;) --f udu. 
(f) If 1 is in J’, x’ + ZJ is in P, corresponding to a production of (4,,,f), and 
y; -v;v is in P, corresponding to a production of (f) of (4& then P”’ contains 
L’(x’, y;) + udv. 
(Production (4”‘) is analogous to (3”‘). Type (4”‘) productions only exist if 12 1. If 
xi *& zi corresponding to type (4M) productions, where u’ contains no occurrence of a 
symbol in &( v,), and if y,’ 32, y; u’ corresponding to type (4E) productions, where y; 
is in ,~i({q} x,u(v,)) and J$ is in pi(v, d) for some q in rcU (c}, then 
L’(x;,y;) z-~,,! zidfi by type (4”‘) productions.) 
(5”‘) If r + w is in P, U P, coming from a production < -+ W in P, with < in I’,, 
then q -+ w and r’ + h(a) are in P”‘. 
(The effect of (5”‘) is to simulate productions in G, corresponding to (5E) and 
productions in G, corresponding to (5,).) 
Then (u”‘, G”’ = (V”‘, C, u {c, d}, P”‘, a,) is an interpretation of G since each 
production is in p”‘(P). Furthermore, the construction of G”’ is such that ,(G”‘) = 
L(G,W(G)). 4 
APPENDIX 2 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove that if 9, = p(L,), Yz = p(L,), and 
YS=p(L3), with nonempty L,CC:, L,cZp, and L,GZ: such that CinZj=O 
for i #j, then T(L,, L,, L3) is a full semiAFL generator for a(%, Yz, 4k;). The 
argument involves elementary AFL theory. 
To establish the above fact we first show 
LEMMA A2.1. Let YI, g2, 2” be fill principal semiAFL, with nonempty full 
semiAFL generators L, G ZF, L, c Z$, and L, G Z:,*, Zi n .Zj = 0 for i #j. Let {a, 
Q b, 6, c, e, , e,} be new symbols and let h be the homomorphism on {a, (z, b, 6, e, , 
e2}* defined by h(a) = h(E) = E, h(b) = h(6) = 6; and h(e,) = h(e,) = E. Let 
L, = {xcyR/x in {a, b, e,}+, y in (6, 6 e,}+, h(x) = h(y)}. 
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Let z be the substitution on {a, z b, b, c, e,, e2} * deBned by r(x) = XL, for x in {a, b, 
e,), r(x) =xL, for x in (5, 6 e2}, and r(c) = CL,. Then z(L,) is a full semiAFL 
generator for a(Y,, 4p, -C&). 
Proof Let L; = {wch(wR)/w in {a, b}’ }, and let g be the homomorphism on {a, 
d, b, b, c, e,, e2) * defined by g(x) = x for x in {a, 5, b, & c} and g(e,) = g(e,) = E. Let 
qin denote the family of all linear context-free languages. Since p(Li) = gi, [4] and 
g(L,) = LA, it follows that p(L,) = fin. Since r(L,) is clearly in K(P,, Pz, Pj) and 
d(ik;, ik;, YJ) is a full semiAFL, p(r(L,)) s a(Yi, Pz, Yj). To prove the lemma it 
suffices to establish the reverse inclusion. 
Let L be an arbitrary language in K(Yi, P*, Pj). Then there exists a split linear 
grammar G, = (V, , A U C U B, P, , c,) and a substitution r1 on (A U C U B)*, with 
rr(x) in 9, for each x in A, r,(x) in P3 for each x in B, and r,(x) in 4p, for each x in 
C, such that z,(L(G,)) = L. Since g(Lh) = qin, there exists an u-transducer Mb = 
(K,{a,b,c,a;b),AUCUB,H&p,,F)suchthat: 
(1) M;(L;) = L(G,), and 
(2) for each move (p, a, v,q) in H;, (uI& 1 and ]u] < 1 [4]. 
It is readily seen that MA can be found so that in addition to (1) and (2), there holds: 
(3) for each move (p, u, u, q) in H& u = c if and only if u is in C. 
Let MO be the a-transducer (K, {a, b, d, 6, c, e, , e, }, A U C U B, H,, , pO , F), where 
Ho = {(P, U, 0, q) in HA/u f E} U {(A ei, u, q)/(p, E, u, q) in HA, i = 1, 2). 
Thus M,, is obtained from MA by replacing each c-input move by a corresponding e,- 
and e,-input move. Because of the presence of e, next to the symbols a and b and to 
the left of c, and e2 next to E and b and to the right of c, it follows that: 
(4) M&o) = WW = L(G,h 
(5) for each move (p, u, v,q) in il4& IuI = 1 and IV] < 1, and 
(6) for each move (p, u, v, q) in MA, u = c if and only if u is in C. 
By hypothesis, p(L,) =Yr, p(L2) = Pz, and p(L,) = Y3. Hence, for each 
element x in A U C U B, there exists an u-transducer il4, = (K,, C,, Z;, H,, p,, F,.) 
such that M,(L,) = r,(x) and Z, = Z:, for x in A, M,(L,) = r,(x) and 2, = Z, for x 
in C, and M,(L,) = r,(x) and 2, = Z, for x in B. There is no loss of generality in 
assuming that {K,, K/x in A U CUB) is a family of pairwise disjoint sets. 
We now combine the a-transducers {MO, M,/x in A U C U B} into an u-transducer 
M for which M(r(L,)) = ~J(L(G~)). Intuitively, M does the following on reading 
t(L,). When reading a, Cr, b, c, e,, or e2, M partially simulates MO reading L,. If M,, 
outputs E, then A4 simulates MO. If M,, outputs a terminal symbol V, then M enters a 
subroutine which simulates M, converting the appropriate L, , L, , or L, into ri(v) 
and then goes to the next state of M,,. (This can be done because M, has no s-input 
rules, so that the input causing the move is followed in s(L,) by the appropriate L, , 
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L,, or L3.) Formally, let M= (KM, ZM, XL, H,,,,,p,, F), where K,=KU UxinAUc”B 
(K,XK),z,= { a,a;b,b;c,el,e,}U~,Ut;,U~,,~~=UxinAVCVB~:,and 
H, = {(P, u, E, q)/(p, u, E, 9) in HoI U {(P, u3 E, (P,, q)), 
((P’, q), E, -5 q), ((P”, q), u’, u”, (P”‘. q))/(Pv u, u, 9) 
in H,, o # E, p’ in F,, (p”, u’, u”, p”‘) in H,}. 
It is a straightforward matter to verify that M(r(L,)) = t,(L(G,)) = L. 1 
Now T(L,, L,, L3) is in g(Y, , ik;, Iip3). (For let G be the split linear grammar (V, 
Z,P,u), where V-~=(a,~},A={a,b,e},B={~,b,~},C={c),Z=AUCUB, 
and P={o+c, u--+e& c+a&i, r-b& r+c}. Then r,(L(G))=T(L,, L,, L3), 
where r, is the substitution on (A U C U Z3)* defined by t,(a) = aL I, r,(b) = bL, , 
rI(c) = cL,d, r,(5) = L,a, z,(6) = L,b, r,(e) = L, and ri(.?) = L3.) Since p(t(L,)) = 
E-(9,, Pz, P3), using the notation of Lemma A2.1, to prove that p(T(L , , L, , 
L,)) = a(Yi, Yz, Y3) it suffices to show that z(L,) is obtained from T(L, , L,, L,) 
by full semiAFL operations. Let 
T,(L,, L,, L3)= T(L,, L,, L3)nN,C,*cC:dZ,*N,, 
N, = ((C: b)* (22: a)@: b)*, (ZF b)* (ET a)’ (Z, b)*, 
(Z:b)* @:a)” (Z,b)*}+ 
and 
N, = ((bZf)* (a.Z,*)(bZ:)*, (bZ:)* (aZT)* (bZ,)*, 
(b2Yf )* (aZ:)3 (bZF)*} + 
Since N,Z:cZfdCfNz is regular, T,(L,, L,, L3) is in p(T(L,, L,, L3)). TO 
complete the proof that p(T(L, , L,, L,)) = &(4pl, Y2, 4p,), it is enough to show the 
existence of an a-transducer S such that S(T,(L,, L,, L3)) = t(L,) 141. 
The a-transducer S is to operate as follows: Let w = y, a.. y$z, 1.. z,. be in T, (L I, 
L,, L,), with r > 1, each yi in either (L, b)* (L, a)(L, b)*, (L, b)* (Ll a)’ (L, b)*, or 
(L,b)* (L,a)3 (L,b)*; t in L,cL,L,; and each zj in either (bL,)* (aL,)(bL,)*, (bL,)* 
(aL,)* (bL,)*, or (bL3)* (aL,)3 (bL,)*. Then S(W) will consist of all words yi ... y; t’ 
z; ..* z; in s(L,), where y; = au, if yi is in (L, b)* (L, a)(L, b) ui b, y; = bu, if yi is in 
(L1b)* (L,a)* (L,b)uib,yf=sore,uiify; isin (Lib)* (L,a)’ (L,b)u,b, t’=cuif 
t is in L,cudL,, zj = Euj if zj is in (bL3)* (aL,) bv,(bL,), zj = b; if zj is in (bL,)* 
(aL,)* bv,(bL,), and zj =E or e2uj if z, is in (bL3)* (aL,)‘bu,(bL,). It is 
straightforward (proof omitted) to actually construct such an a-transducer S. 1 
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